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INTRODUCTION
The Scientist-Practitioner Model
The scientist-practitioner model asserts that psychologists should fulfill three
important roles: (a) a consumer of research, especially with respect to new assessments
or intervention procedures that can be put into practice; (b) an evaluator of the
interventions he uses, and (c) a researcher, producing new data from the setting in
which he works (Hayes, Barlow, & Nelson-Gray, 1999). Within this model, science
and practice are considered inseparable, such that efforts that advance one area also
advance the other (Witmer, 1907/1996). Thus, a scientist-practitioner utilizes a research
orientation in his practice, and maintains a relevance to practice in his research (Belar &
Perry, 1992). This model is fundamental to the growth of professional psychology in
that innovations by clinicians are vital to advances in scientific knowledge, and the
market for psychological services changes as the base of knowledge for the field grows
(Belar, 2000).
History. In May of 1941, the Committee on the Training of Clinical
Psychologists met for a one-day conference at the New York Psychiatric Institute
(Baker & Benjamin, 2000). Following this meeting, David Shakow outlined a four-year
doctoral program in psychology indicating that the first two years of training should
involve establishing the foundation in psychology needed for clinical work, and
education with respect to psychometric and therapeutic principles and practices. The
third and fourth years would focus on internship experiences and a dissertation. This
report was forwarded to the American Association for Applied Psychology (AAAP)
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with the suggestion that a committee be formed to design a program for the professional
training of clinical psychologists. Several months later the AAAP officially formed the
Committee on Training in Clinical Psychology (CTCP) and requested that the
committee formulate a recommended program for training in clinical psychology with
standards for institutions providing that training. Further, the AAAP asked the CTCP to
visit institutions providing instruction in clinical psychology to make a detailed report
on each one (Baker & Benjamin).
The CTCP's report on these institutions as well as their recommendations for
training programs came to be known as the Shakow Report, and was submitted and
endorsed at the 1947 meeting of the American Psychological Association (APA) (Baker
& Benjamin, 2000). The Shakow report was the most comprehensive statement
regarding the training of clinical psychologists to date, and offered detailed
recommendations for training skills with respect to diagnosis, therapy, and research
(Baker & Benjamin). Two years after its initial endorsement by the APA, the Shakow
report became the central working document for the Boulder Conference (Baker &
Benjamin), a convention attended by over 70 representatives from universities, health
service agencies, and allied professions (Hayes et al., 1999) in the first real effort in
American psychology to address the standardization of graduate training (Petersen,
2007). After meeting daily for two weeks, the scientist-practitioner model was
unanimously recommended by the conference attendees (Hayes et al.), proposing that
practitioners in clinical psychology need to be trained in a way that blends the roles of
researcher and clinician (Petersen).
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The unanimous decision of this large group of individuals was based on five
important reasons for scientist-practitioner training (Hayes et al, 1999). First,
conference attendees decided that such training was required to foster interest and
background in both areas, even though some students might focus on only one area
during their career. Second, they noted that the general lack of reliable knowledge
within the field of psychology required that research be considered a crucial part of the
field. Third, conference attendees did not believe there was any reason that the field of
clinical psychology could not find individuals capable of executing both roles. Fourth,
it was suggested that requiring researchers to have direct involvement with clinical
practice would bring them into contact with important issues that warranted research
attention. Finally, it was proposed that the delivery of quality psychological services
might provide financial support for research endeavors. Following the Boulder
conference in 1949, several other conferences occurred in order to review the
recommendations and refine the scientist-practitioner model. For example, a
conference in Chicago in 1965 reaffirmed the model but relaxed the definition of
science and research to include theoretical, historical, or other scholarly contributions
that might not involve direct data collection (Hayes et al, 1999).
Current interpretations. In 1990, the National Conference on ScientistPractitioner Education and Training for the Professional Practice of Psychology was
held in Gainesville, Florida to define the essential characteristics of the model (Belar &
Perry, 1992). Perhaps the most important clarification made at this conference was that
the model is not a point on a continuum between training programs emphasizing science
and those emphasizing practice, nor is it a sum of its parts. Education in only research
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or practice, or both concurrently without integration does not fulfill the requirements of
the model (Belar, 2000; Belar & Perry). Attendees of this conference noted that
research skills do not necessarily lead to journal publications, but the basic requirement
of scientific practice is communicable results (Belar & Perry). Finally, scientistpractitioner training was deemed necessary for fostering critical thinking in individuals
who may focus on science or practice (Belar; Belar & Perry).
The Gainesville conference also resulted in the specification of the four
components necessary for the training of a scientist practitioner. First, the didactic
scientific component ensures that a student masters the material within the domains of
assessment, intervention, and both normal and abnormal behavior and development.
The student also acquires knowledge of a range of individual differences including, but
not limited to ethnicity, gender, and culture (Belar & Perry, 1992; Tanner & Danielson,
2007). The material that is emphasized can vary across programs, although an
education in general psychology is fundamental (Belar & Perry). Second, the didactic
practice component educates students in the strategies and procedures of applied work,
with a specific goal to foster the conceptualization of clinical cases or problems
utilizing operational descriptions that are useful for planning interventions (Belar &
Perry). Third, the scientific experiential component should encourage students to use
their practical experiences, training, and knowledge as the focal point for research
(Tanner & Danielson). In most programs this involves the completion of a doctoral
dissertation demonstrating the student's ability to complete an independent
investigation that adds to the base of psychological knowledge (Belar & Perry). Fourth,
the professional practice experiential component focuses on the application of
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knowledge from scientific domains to practice, and often involves internship or
practicum experiences (Belar & Perry, Tanner & Danielson). Through the use of these
four components, clinical and research work are integrated from the very beginning of a
student's training (Terry & Danielson).
Use of the model. Recently Horn and colleagues (2007) investigated the
reported use of the scientist-practitioner model among graduate-training programs by
surveying web-based program materials for over 300 doctoral-level programs in school,
counseling, and clinical psychology. The results of this investigation indicated that
more than half of these programs made specific mention of the scientist-practitioner
model of training, and that nearly all referred to both scholarly research expectations
and the training of practitioners. Almost two-thirds of the programs mentioned the
requirement of a dissertation, and the majority indicated that students are required to
participate in practica, internships, or fieldwork. Although there is little consensus on
the operational definition of the model being used (Horn et al.), it is promising that a
substantial proportion of graduate programs seem to have adopted this model of
training. Despite these findings, critics of the model argue that it is not realistic to train
students to be both scientists and researchers when many of them enter their education
with a goal only to be a practitioner and not a researcher (Horn et al.). Further, Hayes et
al. (1999) suggested that one of the reasons more integration of practice and research
has not occurred stems from the lack of a strong link between empiricism and success in
the context of practice. It has also been suggested that traditional research
methodologies may be inadequate to address issues important in practice and are
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therefore underutilized (Hayes et al.). Thus, a model for the use of an appropriate and
practical research methodology within the practice context is required.
Applied behavior analysis. Applied behavior analysis (ABA) is a field of
psychology separate from the clinical, counseling, and school psychology disciplines
that have been the subject of research and discussion with respect to the scientist
practitioner-model. The model, however, is highly relevant for ABA as well. Applied
behavior analysis is defined as the science in which procedures and techniques based on
the principles of behavior are applied to socially significant behaviors, and
experimentation is used to identify or confirm the variables controlling behavior or
causing behavior change (Baer, Wolf, & Risley, 1968). Therefore, applied behavior
analysts must work as both practitioners to address socially meaningful behaviors in
applied settings, and as scientists in order to evaluate experimentally the procedures and
interventions being used.
Malott (1992) argued that the field of ABA need not focus extensive efforts on
training nearly all applied behavior analysts to be researchers when most likely become
practitioners. However, he also made the point that this does not mean that practitioners
should not empirically evaluate their work and make data-based decisions. Using
research skills can be important for practitioners in empirically evaluating clinical
procedures as well as critically examining existing research (Reid, 1992). Thus, applied,
behavior analysts should regularly fulfill at least the first and second roles of a scientistpractitioner previously mentioned, namely a consumer of existing research and an
evaluator of interventions and procedures. In other words, practitioners need not
produce new knowledge in order to practice in a scientific way, but may also advance
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science by evaluating the use of existing procedures to solve a variety of clinical
problems (Baer, 1992).
When applied behavior analysts do fulfill the third role of a scientist-practitioner
and produce new research, most of that research utilizes single-case methodology in
which each participant or case acts as its own control (Cooper, Heron, & Heward,
2007). This type of research involves repeated measures of each participant's behavior
as he is exposed to each condition of the analysis (e.g., the presence and absence of the
independent variable). This methodology allows applied behavior analysts to evaluate
their interventions on an on-going basis and make data-based changes as needed,
helping them function as effective practitioners. It also allows them to demonstrate
experimental control over behavior change. In other words, it helps applied behavior
analysts function as effective scientists by confirming the variables responsible for
behavior change.
Scientist practitioners in the early and intensive behavioral intervention setting.
Many children diagnosed with autism spectrum disorders receive early and intensive
behavioral intervention (EIBI) services (Green et al., 2006). Although the details of an
EIBI program vary substantially from one service provider to the next, several
characteristics are common across most programs, including the young age of children
at the onset of treatment, the intensity of intervention (20-40 hrs/week over several
years), an individualized, comprehensive, developmentally-based curriculum, a
functional approach to problem behavior, and a structured learning environment (Perry
et al., 2008). Teaching procedures often include discrete trials in which specific
instructions are used to indicate an opportunity for the child to respond in a certain way,
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and incidental teaching that involves capturing learning opportunities that occur
naturally as the child interacts with his environment. Additionally, a prompting system
is often incorporated to increase the likelihood of a child responding correctly and
contacting reinforcement. These prompts are then systematically faded such that
naturally occurring contingencies maintain the newly acquired behavior.
A common EIBI staff hierarchy involves individuals with Bachelor's degrees
working directly with the children, individuals with Master's degrees supervising those
staff, and one or more individuals with a Doctoral degree supervising the mid-level staff
and developing curricula. Outcome research conducted with large groups of children
receiving EIBI services indicates that this type of intervention demonstrates efficacy
under ideal conditions (e.g., Lovaas, 1987; McEachin, Smith, & Lovaas, 1993), as when
participants do not have comorbid disorders, staff are well-trained and supervised, and
treatment is carefully planned and implemented with fidelity. Additionally, EIBI has
been demonstrated to be effective in the real world under less-than-ideal conditions
(e.g., Perry, et al., 2008), such as when evaluating a heterogeneous sample with more
severe impairments, staff are less well-trained and supervised, and treatment is less
controlled.
Although large-sample outcome studies provide empirical support for EIBI in
general, the scientific literature supporting the specific teaching procedures used in this
clinical practice is limited or equivocal. Thus, clinicians are often required to use
procedures in their practice that extend beyond the reliable knowledge base of the field.
For example, language acquisition programs often involve using a verbal operant with
which a child has an extensive repertoire to prompt responses for a new operant, as
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when tact or echoic prompts are used to teach intraverbal responding (e.g., Goldsmith,
LeBlanc, & Sautter, 2007). It is unknown, however, if one type of prompt (i.e., tact or
echoic) is associated with faster acquisition than the other, leaving clinicians with
minimal guidance in choosing a prompting strategy. It is unreasonable to expect the
large number of staff providing services in these settings to receive graduate-level
training based on the scientist-practitioner model. However, without improvement in
the use of this model within clinical settings, clinicians will likely be required to
continue to go beyond the reliable knowledge of the field in their practice (Strieker &
Trierweiler, 1995/2006). The clinical setting can be viewed as analogous to the
scientific laboratory, such that an ideal model for clinical practice involves applied
scientific activity in which the procedures used are dictated by sound scientific
knowledge, and are approached with the same discipline, critical thinking, and rigor as
more traditional research settings (Strieker & Trierweiler). This approach to
psychology in practice offers some important benefits to the clinician in that the
findings of research endeavors conducted in clinical settings will likely be directly
applicable to clinical problems. Furthermore, the scientific approach to practice might
foster scientific thinking that is useful in developing and evaluating interventions even
outside a specific research protocol.
EIBI settings have several characteristics that are amenable to single-case design
research, including rich staffing ratios, frequent data collection on child behavior, and
data-based treatment decisions. Research is not reliably conducted in these settings,
however, which could be a result of several factors. Most EIBI therapists have earned a
Bachelor's or Master's degree, and therefore may not have received substantial training
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in conducting independent research. Additionally, any research methods courses these
individuals have taken may not have sufficiently addressed conducting research in
clinical settings, or may have been taught by professors who have never worked in
clinical settings. Further, the contingencies controlling staff behavior in EIBI settings
often do not support on-the-job research. Many clinicians, for example, have large
caseloads of children to manage, may not have access to supervision for research
projects, and would not receive any additional compensation for completing the extra
work required to conduct research. Based on the limited amount of research being
conducted in EIBI settings, a method of training staff to implement single-case design
research protocols outside the context of graduate-level training might improve the use
of the scientist-practitioner model in these settings, potentially expanding the base of
scientific knowledge in this area. Additionally, an EIBI program may benefit from
research evaluating their procedures and treatments to inform decisions within the
organization, regardless of whether the data are published.
Staff Training
Although no research has been published on training staff to conduct research
within a clinical setting (which is likely a result of the limited research activity in these
settings in general), a substantial literature is available on training staff to utilize other
skills within the human-services industry. The following section reviews a selection of
this literature relevant to the present study.
Instruction-based training. Some studies have evaluated the use of instructionbased approaches to training with mixed results. For example, Luiselli and Amand
(2005) evaluated the use of didactic training in applied behavior analysis with staff at a
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human-service agency for individuals with developmental disabilities. Three
instructional modules were presented using PowerPoint slides displaying concepts,
definitions, explanations, real-world applications, sample data, and examples of
recording forms. The content of each module was determined through a consensus by a
committee of educators and psychologists holding senior administrative roles at the
agency. Acquisition of knowledge (i.e., verbal skills) was measured using paper-andpencil multiple-choice tests that were administered before and after each training
module. Although results indicated that the curriculum was effective in increasing
knowledge of the relevant concepts and procedures among staff, and the improvements
generally maintained at a one-month follow-up, no measures of the application of the
newly acquired knowledge with clients were collected. A study conducted by Ford
(1983), on the other hand, did include measures of on-the-job behavior and found that a
personalized system of instruction was more effective than a traditional group lecture
approach like the one utilized by Luiselli and Amand. Specifically, Ford compared a
personalized system of instruction utilizing self-pacing, presentation of small sequential
units of information, the option to repeat the performance evaluations for individual
units, and well-defined behavioral objectives, to a traditional group lecture among staff
of a large residential facility for individuals with mental retardation. Results indicated
that the personalized system of instruction was more effective in increasing knowledge
and use of new skills on the job, and was also more efficient in terms of the number of
hours spent in training. Although Ford did not offer any speculation as to why the
personalized system of instruction was superior in this study, it is possible that the self-
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pacing and the option to repeat the performance evaluations within the personalized
system resulted in enhanced attending and better acquisition of knowledge and skills.
Multi-component training. Several studies have evaluated the use of
instructions combined with other training components such as performance feedback.
Alavosius and Sulzer-Azaroff (1990) examined the effects of dense and intermittent
feedback schedules on the acquisition and maintenance of three health-care behaviors
(feeding, positioning, and transferring) among four staff in the medical services unit of
a residential facility for individuals with mental retardation using a multiple-baseline
design across behaviors. Instructions involved presenting staff with a written task
analysis for the three work behaviors. Following the baseline and written instruction
phases, intermittent feedback was provided for performance of one behavior weekly.
Concurrently, dense feedback was initiated for a second behavior multiple times daily,
following every one or two performances of the behavior. Intervention was not
attempted on the third behavior until the end of the study but was measured to control
for reactivity and the passage of time. Results indicated that all responses for which
feedback was provided improved, but the behaviors for which dense feedback was
provided improved more quickly. Written instructions generally resulted in weak and
short-lived improvements in behavior.
Stevens et al. (1998) also evaluated the use of instructions and feedback for staff
training with one additional component - a management system involving selfmonitoring, supervisory monitoring, feedback and praise, and incentives. Initially,
nursing assistants at a county-owned nursing home in Alabama attended a 5-hour inservice (i.e., lecture-based instruction) emphasizing the identification of factors in the
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environment that can affect resident behavior, communication skills, positive
reinforcement procedures, and distraction and diversion techniques. Following the inservice, nursing assistants received several weeks of on-the-job training during which
the researchers observed the nursing assistants interacting with residents and provided
feedback with respect to their appropriate use of the skills taught during the in-service.
During this time, supervisors were also trained to conduct observations, record the
nursing assistants' behavior, and provide feedback. Following this training, the staff
management system was implemented which required nursing assistants to monitor and
record their own behavior with residents, and supervisors to conduct observations and
provide feedback. Nursing assistants who achieved high accuracy on supervisory
observations were entered into a lottery offering the choice of several rewards (e.g., free
lunch, leaving work early). Results indicated that 15 of the 18 nursing assistants
reached the accuracy criterion of 80% within the first three weeks of on-the-job training
and that these improvements generally maintained several months later. Data on staff
behavior were not presented following the implementation of each component (i.e., inservice, on-the-job training, and the management system), so the independent influence
of each component cannot be determined.
Another component of staff training receiving research attention is the use of
role-playing or rehearsal of the skills being trained. Gardner (1972) evaluated the
effectiveness of role-playing and lectures for teaching behavior modification techniques
to institutional staff enrolled in an in-service education program for new employees.
The lecture component involved eight one-hour sessions designed to present important
principles in everyday language, while the role-play component involved six one-hour
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sessions in which behavior modification techniques were demonstrated by instructors,
and then rehearsed in pairs by staff, who received feedback from instructors. Each staff
member received both forms of training, with the order of training components
counterbalanced across participants. Staff behavior was measured before training and
following each training component using an observation-based rating scale measuring
proficiency in the use of behavior modification techniques, and a true-false test
measuring knowledge of important principles. Results indicated that role-playing was
more relevant to training proficiency with the skills, while lectures were more relevant
to training knowledge. Based on this finding, Gardner suggested that performancebased skills are best taught within a teaching framework that emphasizes performance
(e.g., role-play) while verbal skills (i.e., knowledge) are best taught within a teaching
framework emphasizing verbal skills (e.g., lecture). Since then, it has been reaffirmed
several times within the staff training literature that verbal instructions or didactic
procedures alone may change the written or vocal repertoires of trainees, but are not
consistently effective for teaching trainees to use or perform the skills (e.g., Harchik,
Sherman, Hopkins, Strouse, & Sheldon, 1989; Reid & Green, 1990; Reid & Parsons,
2006). Further, this literature suggests that performance demonstrations or modeling
improve staff performance over instructions alone. Additionally, performance practice
or rehearsal allow a trainer to ensure that a staff member can perform a new skill and
increases the likelihood that the staff member will be prepared to use the new skill in
the relevant setting (Harchik et al.; Reid & Green).
Based on the staff training literature evaluating multiple-component training
approaches, it appears that several components (i.e., instructions, performance
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demonstrations and role-play, and feedback) play critical roles and provide important
benefits to the training process. The following section will describe an approach to
training that incorporates all of these components.
Behavioral skills training. Behavioral skills training (BST) utilizes four
components that help individuals acquire new skills: instructions, modeling, rehearsal,
and feedback (Miltenberger, 2004). First, instructions describe the appropriate behavior
for the learner, and specify the circumstances in which the learner should engage in the
behavior. Such instructions are most effective when they are presented in a way that is
appropriate to the learner's level of functioning and are delivered by someone who has
credibility with the learner (Demchak, 1987; Miltenberger). Furthermore, written
instructions (provided in addition to verbally delivered instructions) may be helpful for
the learner in that they provide a permanent statement of the desired performance or
skill (Reid & Green, 1990). Second, modeling demonstrates the behavior for the learner
and should result in a reinforcing outcome for the model when he demonstrates correct
behavior. The modeled behavior should occur in the proper context, the model should
resemble the learner or should have a high status relative to the learner, and the
behavior should be modeled in a variety of ways and in a variety of situations
(Miltenberger). The third component, rehearsal, provides the learner with the
opportunity to practice the behavior. This component is critical because without it, the
teacher cannot ensure that the learner has actually acquired the relevant skill. Rehearsal
provides an opportunity to reinforce the behavior and to assess and correct errors
(Miltenberger). As with modeling, rehearsal should occur in the proper context, and
rehearsal of correct behavior should be reinforced, while behavior that is partly correct
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or incorrect should receive corrective feedback. The fourth component, feedback,
involves the delivery of praise for correct performance and further instruction for
incorrect performance. Ideally, feedback should always involve praise for some aspect
of the behavior, and corrective feedback should not be negative, but instead should
identify what aspect of the behavior the learner could improve (Miltenberger).
In order to enhance the generalization of skills acquired through BST, training
should incorporate a variety of real-life situations (Miltenberger, 2004). Empirical
support for this suggestion is provided by a series of studies conducted by Ducharme
and Feldman (1992). In the first study, nine staff working in group homes with
individuals with developmental disabilities were trained on the use of several
instructional skills through various training conditions. In a multiple-baseline design
across groups of staff, the researchers evaluated the effects of written instructions,
single-case training in which one client program served as an example for instructional
techniques, common-stimulus training in which real clients were used for modeling
instructional skills, and general-case training in which multiple client programs were
used as examples. The latter three approaches to training (i.e., single-case training,
common-stimulus training, and general case-training) each used a combination of
modeling, rehearsal, and feedback. Results indicated that the general-case strategy that
incorporated multiple real-life situations produced the most generalization of skills
across clients and teaching programs. During the second study, general-case training
was conducted immediately following baseline with a new set of staff to determine
whether the gains made in this condition during the first study relied on the combined
effects of the training strategies used before it. Ducharme and Feldman found that the
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general-case strategy was highly effective at producing generalization of skills across
clients, settings, and programs even without the other proceeding training strategies.
Empirical support for BST. The BST approach has been used to successfully
train staff in a wide variety of skills and across a variety of settings (Miltenberger, 2004;
Reid & Parsons, 2006). For example, Sarakoff and Sturmey (2004) investigated the
effectiveness of BST to train three special education teachers to use discrete-trial
teaching with students with autism using a multiple-baseline design across teachers.
During baseline, teachers were given a written list of definitions of 10 components of
discrete-trial teaching on which they were being evaluated. During training, an
experimenter reviewed each component with the teacher, and provided her with a graph
of her baseline performance and a copy of the previous session's data. Next, rehearsal
was conducted during which the teacher performed three discrete trials with a student,
and the experimenter provided immediate verbal feedback. After rehearsal, the
experimenter modeled the specific components that the teacher had implemented
incorrectly during the previous trials. Rehearsal and modeling were alternated as
needed, and training sessions continued until the teacher met a proficiency criterion.
After completing training, teachers were simply instructed to implement discrete-trial
teaching to the best of their ability while their implementation of the 10 components
was measured. This BST approach to training was successful, resulting in increases in
the percentage of components implemented correctly during trials by all three teachers
from averages around 45% to averages around 98%.
Wood, Luiselli, and Harchik (2007) implemented a BST program with
paraprofessional service providers at a community-based group home for adults with
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developmental disabilities. The authors used a multiple-baseline design across four
staff to evaluate the effects of BST on the implementation of Phase-1 of the Picture
Exchange Communication System (PECS) training with clients. During baseline, staff
were provided with a procedural implementation form (i.e., written instructions) but no
formal training. Subsequent training involved the presentation of the rationale for
PECS and a review of Phase-1 PECS procedures, as well as modeling by the
experimenter, rehearsal, and feedback. The training was successful in improving the
accuracy of implementation of Phase-1 PECS instruction for all four staff members, and
three maintained the improvement over several observations sessions. In sum, it
appears that BST procedures have been successful in training staff in a wide variety of
skills and can be very useful within the human services industry (Reid & Parsons,
2006).
Behavioral skills training for groups. In addition to the benefits of a BST
approach to staff training already mentioned, Miltenberger (2004) described several
additional benefits of using BST with a group of learners. First, it can be more efficient
than individual BST because instructions and modeling are presented to the entire group
at once. Second, group members can learn from each other during rehearsal and
feedback, by evaluating the performance of other group members. Finally,
generalization of acquired skills may be enhanced with a variety of group members
participating in rehearsal.
Purpose of the Present Study
Based on the notion that science and practice are inseparable, and that the efforts
benefiting one will also benefit the other (Witmer, 1907/1996), it may be beneficial to
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develop a model for the use of an appropriate and beneficial research methodology
within the practice context. The implementation of EIBI for children with autism
represents a promising opportunity to conduct research on clinically relevant problems
in an attempt to investigate some of the unanswered questions about which procedures
are most effective and efficient. Unfortunately, most therapists providing these services
have not likely received adequate training in conducting the single-case design research
that is relevant to the EIBI area. Providing such therapists with the skills needed to
implement single-case design research protocols could improve the use of the scientistpractitioner model in these settings and expand the base of scientific knowledge in this
area. Based on the success of BST approaches to staff training across a variety of
behaviors and settings (Reid & Parsons, 2004), the purpose of this study was to evaluate
the use of a modified BST approach for training therapists to design and implement
single-case design research protocols in a clinical setting. In other words, the training
model was designed to prepare individuals to develop and conduct research protocols to
answer a research question that was provided to them. Specifically, this study aimed to
answer the following questions: (a) Are participants able to learn the necessary skills?
(b) Are participants able to apply those skills? And (c) Are participants satisfied with
the training and experience?
METHOD
Participants
Twenty-four clinical supervisors and senior therapists from a large organization
providing EIBI services to children diagnosed with autism spectrum disorders in
Ontario, Canada participated in this study. In general, clinical supervisors carried a
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caseload of clients and were responsible for developing and supervising individual
treatment plans, while senior therapists assisted with these tasks and supervised the
instructor therapists who work directly with the clients to implement the treatment
plans. A demographic questionnaire (see Appendix A) was completed by participants
at the beginning of the study to gather information about each participant's educational
and experiential background. Participants were also asked to provide updated
demographic information following the completion of the study to assess the number of
participants who earned degrees or certifications, or were enrolled in a research
methods course during the duration of the study. Only four participants were enrolled
in a graduate-level research methods course during the study and no other changes in
demographics were reported. See Table 1 for the results of the demographic
questionnaire as reported by participants at the beginning of the study.
Curriculum
The content of the training curriculum was organized into several training
modules based loosely on a graduate-level course in single-case research methods. A
brief description of the content of each module is outlined below:
1. Measurement. This module included content on the reasons for and importance
of the measurement of behavior in single-case research. The aspects of a quality
operational definition were presented along with illustrative examples. Three
methods of measurement were also presented: event recording, momentary time
sampling, and trial-based data collection. Recommendations for when to use
each method of data collection, as well as
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Table 1. Demographic Information
Mean (years)
Age
29.5
Duration of Experience
5.5

Sex
Position
Degree

Discipline

Certification
Methods Course

Performance
Management Training

Range (years)
25 -39
2.9- 9.2
Number of
Participants
Male
2
Female
22
Senior Therapist
20
Clinical Supervisor
4
High School Diploma
1
Bachelor's
18
Master's
5
Psychology
13
Behavior Analysis
6
Linguistics
3
English
2
Behavior Science Tech.
2
Early Education
1
Applied Science
1
Special Education
1
Sociology
1
None
19
BCBA
4
No
6
Undergraduate
11
Graduate
5
2
Both (undergrad & grad)

Yes
No

9
15

Percentage of
Sample
8.3%
91.7%
83.3%
16.7%
4.2%
75.0%
20.8%
54.2%
25.0%
12.5%
8.3%
8.3%
4.2%
4.2%
4.2%
4.2%
82.6%
17.4%
25.0%
45.8%
20.8%
8.3%
37.5%
62.5%

how to report the corresponding data were provided. The content for this
module is provided in Appendix D.
2. Interobserver agreement (IOA) and procedural fidelity assessments. The
content of this module (see Appendix G) included the importance of assessing
the reliability of data through IOA assessments, and methods of calculating
agreement were presented with several examples. Further, the importance of
measuring the procedural fidelity of a research study based on the level of
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fidelity risk associated with the study was discussed. Several sample research
topics within the field of EIBI were presented such that the important factors of
the independent variable that ought to be measured could be identified. Finally,
recommendations on the frequency with which IOA and procedural fidelity
ought to be assessed, how the results of those assessments ought to be reported,
and standards in terms of acceptable results were provided.
3. Data sheets. This module included instructions on how to develop user-friendly
data sheets that include all necessary components (e.g., participant data,
procedural data, IOA). The importance of testing data sheets with pilot
participants was discussed. Several sample data sheets were provided. The
content for this module is provided in Appendix J.
4. Single-case designs. This module consisted of a brief introduction to single-case
design research methodology with respect to how the designs demonstrate
experimental control. Three designs (i.e., reversal, multiple baseline, and
alternating treatments) were presented because of their relevance to
experimental EIBI research. Information regarding when each design ought to
be used and how research protocols are run using each design was provided. The
content for this module is provided in Appendix M.
5. Graphing and visual inspection. This module included step-by-step instructions
for creating single-case design graphs for reversal, multiple baseline, and
alternating treatments designs. Information regarding the use of visual
inspection to evaluate such graphs was presented. Instructions for identifying
changes in the level, trend, and variability of data in order to evaluate treatment
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effects were discussed. Several sample graphs were provided in order to
illustrate important features, to serve as exemplars for graphs the participants
would create, and to demonstrate how to visually inspect a graph. The content
for this module is provided in Appendix P.
6. Research ethics and informed consent. This module contained information on
important ethical considerations of research, including the confidentiality of
data, risks to participants, and falsification of data (see Appendix S).
Instructions were provided regarding the development of appropriate informed
consent documents and procedures for obtaining consent. Special attention was
paid to the sensitive issue of conducting research with clients to whom therapists
are already providing clinical services. Sample informed consent documents
were provided.
7. Protocol implementation. This module served as one of the two final projects
(along with Module 8) of the training. Instructions were provided regarding the
details of conducting research sessions according to a research protocol (e.g.,
scheduling sessions, planning IOA and procedural fidelity assessments) and
managing data (e.g., making data-based decisions regarding phase changes,
maintaining a data spreadsheet) (see Appendix U). Following the instructions,
small groups of participants (3-4) were provided with a simple research protocol
and asked to run several research sessions with a client receiving services
through the organization.
8. Protocol development. The final module included instructions regarding the
information that ought to be included in a research protocol (see Appendix W).
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The same small groups of participants who worked together for Module 7 were
then provided with a research question relevant to the field of EIBI and asked to
develop a detailed protocol (i.e., description of procedures) and materials (e.g.,
data sheets) for a research project designed to answer that question.
Structure of Training
During the first training session, participants met in a conference room at the
corporate office of the organization and were provided with an overview of the project
in a brief lecture with the aid of a PowerPoint presentation. This presentation explained
the goals of the project and provided participants with an outline of the project and the
activities they would be required to complete (see Appendix B). Participants were
informed that the data associated with the project would be used both to assist with their
training as well as to help evaluate the training for research purposes, and that they
could refuse to allow their data to be used for research purposes at any time without
prejudice or penalty. Additionally, it was explained that all data would remain
confidential and no one other than the investigators would have access to performance
data. Finally, it was explained that the clinical director signed a letter stating that the
performance data would not be used for or against any participants, and that their
employment would not be jeopardized in any way as a result of their performance
during the training project.
Modules 1 through 6 began by having participants complete a paper-and-pencil
pre-test on the material. Participants met in a conference room at the corporate office of
the organization for the pre-tests and subsequent lectures. Pre-tests incorporated
multiple-choice, fill-in, and short-answer questions, and required approximately 15 min
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to complete. The test questions for each module are provided in Appendices C, F, I, L,
O, and R. Pre-tests served as a baseline measure of participant knowledge and were
scored only for that purpose. Thus, participants did not receive any feedback regarding
their performance on the pre-tests. Pre-tests were not administered for Module 7 or
Module 8 as these modules focused on the application of material covered in previous
modules. Next, a lecture (approximately one hour in length) was presented to
participants with the aid of a PowerPoint presentation. The lectures were provided by
Dr. James Carr (Module 1), Dr. Linda LeBlanc (Modules 3, 5 and 7), or the author
(Modules 2, 4, 5 along with Dr. LeBlanc, 6, and 8) either in person at the agency's
corporate office or via video conferencing from Western Michigan University. These
lectures included the presentation of relevant terminology and concepts, the rationale
for engaging in various aspects of the research process, examples with respect to the
behavior expected of participants (e.g., how to calculate interobserver agreement, how
to develop data sheets), and sample materials (e.g., data sheets) when applicable. Thus,
these lectures incorporated both instructions and modeling of the relevant skills.
Participants were provided with hard copies of the PowerPoint Presentation so they had
a permanent product of the information presented. Supplementary reading assignments
from textbooks on applied behavior analysis (Cooper, Heron, & Heward, 1987; Cooper,
Heron, & Heward, 2007) were also provided to participants following each lecture, but
no contingencies were arranged with respect to these readings. Rather, these readings
provided an additional source of the information presented in lectures and a resource for
participants to reference when completing homework assignments.
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Approximately one week after the lecture, participants were assigned a
homework task related to the material presented. These homework assignments served
as opportunities for participants to rehearse the skills relevant to the information
presented in the most recent lecture, and also to receive feedback with respect to their
performance (the homework assignments for each training module are provided in
Appendices E, H, K, N, Q, T, V, and X). These assignments were emailed to
participants as MS-Word documents, to be completed and submitted by a specified date
1-2 weeks later to an email address established solely for this purpose. Participants
could also email questions about the homework assignments to this address before the
assignment was due; questions were answered by the author. The author then scored
these assignments and provided each participant with individualized feedback including
praise, corrections for errors, and his or her score. The scored homework assignments
were sent to each participant's personal email address. The clinical director of the
organization chose to implement a contingency regarding the timely submission of
homework assignments, such that participants who did not submit their homework
assignment by the specified deadline would not be eligible to participate in subsequent
training modules. Exceptions were made only for extreme illnesses or emergencies. In
all other cases, homework assignments were submitted before the deadline such that no
participants were required to withdraw from the training project.
Approximately one week after homework assignments had been submitted and
participants had received feedback on their performance, the next training session was
held. At this session, participants completed a post-test that included the same items as
the pre-test, but arranged in a different order. Post-tests were not administered for
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Module 7 or Module 8 as these modules focused on the application of material covered
in previous modules. The pre-test for the next module was then completed, and the
procedures described above were repeated. The components of each training module
(i.e., pre-test, lecture, homework, post-test) required approximately one month to
complete.
Occasionally, participants were absent from a training session as a result of
illness, inclement weather, or emergencies. For these sessions, the lectures were video
recorded so that the absent participants could view the recording at a later date. A
supervisor from the organization arranged a time to meet with the participants and
administer the pre-test before the lecture was viewed. The absent participants were then
able to complete all other components of the module with other participants.
Evaluation of Training
The training provided in this study was evaluated according to the rubric
presented by Kirkpatrick (1967) who recommended that the evaluation of staff training
involve assessments of four important components - learning, behavior, reactions, and
results. A description of these components and how they were evaluated in the present
study is provided below.
Learning. The learning component of a training project refers to the principles,
facts and techniques learned. This does not include the application of those principles,
facts and techniques, as that is included in the behavior component. This component
was evaluated by comparing scores on the pre-tests and post-tests for each module to
identify any learning that occurred as a result of the training. The questions included on
the tests for each module were based directly upon the information provided in the
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lecture for that module. A key for each test was developed based on the information
provided in the lecture, so that the author could score tests according to the key. A
second, independent rater also scored an average of 32.7% of the pre-tests (range, 29.2
to 41.7% across modules) and 30.3% of the post-tests (range, 26.1 to 31.8% across
modules). Inter-rater agreement between the two raters was calculated using the pointby-point agreement method (agreements divided by agreements plus disagreements
multiplied by 100%). An agreement was defined as both raters providing the same
score for a given question on a given test. The average inter-rater agreement for all pretests was 95.1%, ranging from 87.1% to 99.0% across modules. The average inter-rater
agreement for all post-tests was 95.4%, ranging from 89.8% to 97.8% across modules.
Behavior. The behavior component of a training project refers to changes in
participant behavior that result from the training (Kirkpatrick, 1967).1 This component
was evaluated based on participant performance on homework assignments. A key was
developed for each homework assignment, and the scoring and assessment of inter-rater
agreement on scoring followed the same procedure as previously described with respect
to tests. Inter-rater agreement was assessed for an average of 32.1% of homework
assignments (range, 27.3 to 40% across modules). The average inter-rater agreement
for all homework assignments was 93.9%, ranging from 90.5% to 100% across
modules.

1

Note that Kirkpatrick's terms learning and behavior do not correspond with behavior
analysts' typical use of these terms. Rather, Kirkpatrick's learning is akin to
acquisition of verbal information and behavior refers to maintenance and application of
that information in a non-training environment.
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Reaction. An evaluation of participants' reactions refers to their subjective
views of the training experience or how well they liked the training (Kirkpatrick, 1967).
This component was evaluated using a social validity questionnaire anonymously
completed by participants following the last training module. Specifically, the
questionnaire (see Appendix Y) asked participants to rate their overall satisfaction with
the training, the workload required, and their preference with respect to the multiple
teaching strategies used (e.g., lectures, rehearsal of skills for homework assignments,
feedback on homework assignments, and post-tests). Additionally, participants were
allowed to provide narrative comments.
Results. The results component of training refers to tangible results of the
program for the organization (Kirkpatrick, 1967). Although the current investigation
will not allow for evaluation of this component, it will be evaluated during a follow-up
investigation occurring approximately one year after the completion of the training.
The amount of research activity participants engaged in before and after participating in
the training will be compared. Specifically, at the beginning of the study, participants
were asked to answer three questions regarding their involvement in research: (a) How
many research projects using single-case designs were you actively involved in during
the 12 months prior to the beginning of this training (including projects that may be
ongoing but began prior to this training)?, (b) How many of those projects were
presented at professional conferences?, and (c) How many of those projects were
published, or submitted for publication in a peer-reviewed journal? During the followup investigation, participants will be asked to answer the same three questions, so that
any changes in research involvement can be evaluated.
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RESULTS
Learning
The learning component of a training project refers to the principles, facts, and
techniques learned. This does not include the application of those principles, facts, and
techniques, as that is assessed in the behavior component, for which the results are
described later. The learning component was evaluated by comparing scores on the pretests and post-tests for Modules 1 through 6 to identify any verbal learning that occurred
as a result of the training. Figures 1 through 6 depict individual scores and group means
for the pre- and post-tests for each module. All scores represent the percentage of
points earned, and only data for participants who completed both tests were included.
Change scores were calculated by subtracting pre-test scores from post-test scores, and
indicate an average improvement of 30.1 points (range 23.3 to 40.2) across modules.
Additionally, a decrease in performance from pre-test to post-test only occurred on five
occasions, with the decreases ranging from 4.6 to 15 points. Improvement in the group
means following the lectures was evaluated by calculating paired one-tailed /-tests for
the scores from each module. The results of these tests indicate that statistically
significant improvement in the group means occurred following each of the six lectures:
Module 1 t=7.\,p<0.00l; Module 2 t=\3.2,p<0.00\; Module 3 t=\4.4, jXO.001;
Module 4 /=5.8,^0.001; Module 5 /-7.2 ;j p<0.001; Module 6 /=6.1,/K0.001.
Two MANOVA tests were also conducted to evaluate differences in
performance between participants who had earned a Bachelor's degree (n=13)
compared to those who had earned a Master's degree (n=5) on pre-tests and post-tests.
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Figure 1. Individual scores and group means for the pre- and post-tests for Module 1.
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With respect to pre-tests, a significant relationship (with an effect size of .734) was
found between a participant's degree and her performance, F(6, 1 l)=5.062,p=0.010.
Specifically, participants who had earned a Master's degree performed significantly
better than participants who had earned a Bachelor's degree on the pre-tests for Module
1, -P(l)=7.353,jp=0.015, Module 2, F(l)=4.544,p=0.049, Module 4, F(l)=6.851,
p=0.0\9, Module 5, F(l)=14.986,/?=0.001, and Module 6, F(l)=17.063,/?=0.001.
Participants with a Master's degree did perform better than participants with a
Bachelor's on the pre-test for Module 3 as well, but this difference was not statistically
significant, F(l)=1.941, j9=.183. No significant relationship was found between a
participant's degree and her performance on post-tests, F(6, 11)=2.566,/?=.084.
Change scores indicate the average improvement across modules for participants with a
Bachelor's degree was 32.0 points (range 26.2 to 40.6), while the average improvement
for participants with a Master's degree was 23.7 points (range 9.0 to 40.0).
Additionally, for modules in which several participants were absent from the
lecture and had to view the presentation via video at a later date (Modules 1, 2, and 5),
one-tailed two-sample /-tests were calculated to evaluate differences in performance on
post-tests between participants who were present compared to participants who were
absent. None of these tests identified statistically significant differences in performance
between these groups of participants (see Table 2).
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Table 2. Performance Comparison for Participants Present vs. Absent for Lecture
Present
Absent
Participants
Participants
Module #
Measure
n
Mean(SD)
n
Mean(SD)
t_
p__
1
Post-test
20
80.7(13.2)
4
71.6(15.0)
-1.13 0.34
Homework
91.0(10.7)
90.0(4.1)
-0.32 0.76
2
Post-test
14
82.1(15.7)
10
71.7(20.8)
-1.34 0.20
Homework
98.2(2.5)
97.8(3.3)
-0.34 0.74
5
Post-test
18
80.1(14.5)
3
53.3(34.0)
-1.34 0.31
Homework
89.2 (8.7)
58.3 (18.2)
-2.89 0.10

Behavior
The behavior component of a training project refers to changes in participant
behavior that result from the training (Kirkpatrick, 1967). This component was
evaluated based on participant performance on homework assignments requiring them
to apply the principles, facts, and techniques presented in the lectures. A summary of
participant performance on homework assignments is presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Performance on Homework Assignments
Module # Assignment

n
24

Mean Score
(SD)
90.8 (9.9)

24

98.0 (2.8)

1

Measuring behavior & reporting data

2

Calculating & evaluating IOA
24

85.5(11.3)

3
4

Creating a data sheet
Matching research questions with designs,
formulating example questions for designs

22

84.5 (13.7)

5

Creating several graphs

22

84.8 (14.5)

6

Developing application materials for
institutional review board

20

93.8 (4.7)

7

Conduct several research sessions following a
protocol

18

85.5 (3.0)

8

Develop a protocol to answer a research
question

18

93.6 (2.8)
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Although there was some variability in performance between individual
participants and across the various assignments, participants generally performed quite
well, with group means on all assignments above 84%. Of particular interest are the
scores earned on the two final projects for the training - the homework assignments for
Modules 7 and 8. For Module 7 participants were asked to implement two phases of a
research protocol with a client, assess interobserver agreement and procedural fidelity,
and submit all data and a graph. For Module 8 participants were asked to write a
research protocol designed to answer a given research question, and submit the protocol
with a sample graph and all necessary data sheets. Both of these assignments required
participants to apply knowledge and skills addressed in all previous modules - a task
that participants performed well.
A MANOVA test was also conducted to evaluate differences in performance
between participants who had earned a Bachelor's degree (n=13) compared to those
who had earned a Master's degree (n=5) on homework assignments. No significant
relationship was found between a participant's degree and her performance on
homework assignments, F(6,l 1)=2.196, /?=. 122.
As with the evaluation of learning, for modules in which several participants were
absent from the lecture and had to view the presentation via video at a later date
(Modules 1, 2, and 5), one-tailed two-sample /-tests were calculated to evaluate
differences in performance on homework assignments between participants who were
present compared to participants who were absent. None of these tests identified
statistically significant differences in performance between these groups of participants
(see Table 2).
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Reaction
An evaluation of participants' reactions refers to their subjective views of the
training experience, or how satisfied they were with training (Kirkpatrick, 1967). This
component was evaluated using the social validity questionnaire voluntarily and
anonymously completed by 12 participants (50%) following the last training module
(see Appendix Y). The results of this questionnaire are presented in Table 4.
Overall, participants valued the goal of the training project highly, and were
generally satisfied with the teaching procedures used, as well the knowledge and skills
they gained. Additionally, the majority of participants felt that the training substantially
improved their knowledge and skills with respect to conducting single-case research
and would definitely recommend the training for other staff in the organization.
The largest proportion of participants preferred the lectures as a teaching method, but
found the homework assignments to be the most helpful component of the training.
Although the majority of participants rated the workload required for participation in
this training to be heavy, several participants provided written comments explaining that
the workload required for the training itself was not too heavy, but that it was difficult
to complete the work in addition to their regular job requirements.
Results
The results component of training refers to tangible results of the program for
the organization (Kirkpatrick, 1967). This component will be evaluated following the
completion of the follow-up investigation by comparing the amount of research activity
participants engaged in before and after participating in the training. Only 2 out of 24
(8.3%) participants reported being involved in research projects prior to the training,
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Table 4. Results of Social Validity Questionnaire
#of
Participants
11
1

Percentage
91.7%
8.3%

Question
1 Value of goal

Response
Highly
Somewhat

2 Satisfaction with
knowledge and skills

Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied

6
6

50%
50%

3 Satisfaction with teaching
procedures

Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Somewhat dissatisfied

5
6
1

41.7%
50%
8.3%

4 Rating of workload

Heavy
Reasonable

7
5

58.3%
41.7%

5 Improvement in knowledge A lot
and skills
Somewhat

7
5

58.3%
41.7%

6 Helpful training
component

Lectures
Homework
Readings
Final projects

5
6
1
5

41.7%
50%
8.3%
41.7%

7 Preferred teaching method

Lectures
Rehearsal
Feedback

6
4
4

50%
33.3%
33.3%

8 Recommendation for other
staff

Definitely

12

100%

and only one (4.2%) participant reported being involved in a project presented at a
professional conference. With such limited research activity occurring prior to the
training, there was clearly substantial room for improvement within this component.
The follow-up investigation to be completed approximately one year after the
completion of this study will help evaluate any changes in participant research
following participation in the training.

DISCUSSION
The clinical environment in which EIBI services are provided represents a
particularly conducive setting in which to conduct research on clinically relevant
problems and questions, yet most therapists working in these settings have not likely
received adequate training in conducting relevant single-case design research.
Therefore, providing the necessary training outside the context of attending a formal
graduate program might improve the use of the scientist-practitioner model in these
settings and expand the scientific knowledge base on EIBI practices. The purpose of
this study was to evaluate the use of a modified BST approach for training therapists to
design and implement single-case design research protocols in a clinical setting.
Generally, results were positive in that participants were able to successfully learn and
apply the relevant skills. The results with respect to the specific questions the study
sought to answer will be discussed in the following sections.
Were Participants Able to Learn the Necessary Skills?
Statistically significant improvements in the scores on tests for Modules 1
through 6 following the lectures indicate that participants were able to learn the skills
that this training sought to provide. It is important to remember that this learning refers
only to the acquisition of verbal knowledge, but this background knowledge makes it
much easier for an individual to take part in research. Most of the information taught,
for example, could be acquired through reference materials (e.g., ABA textbooks) or
peer-reviewed journal articles, yet having to search for all of this information within the
process of conducting research could quickly become a daunting task that therapists
may avoid. Having this background knowledge, then, makes becoming involved with
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research a bit easier and less overwhelming, and may increase the likelihood that
therapists in EIBI settings actively seek out opportunities to be involved in research.
Analyses comparing the performance of participants who had earned a
Bachelor's degree prior to participating in this training with those who had earned a
Master's degree indicate that the different educational background between therapists
was only associated with different levels of performance with respect to pre-tests. This
would suggest that participants who had previously earned a Master's degree entered
the training with more background knowledge of the relevant material, allowing them to
earn higher scores on pre-tests. The training provided, however, brought the
performance levels of all participants to a relatively similar level, (perhaps serving as a
refresher for participants with previous graduate training, while teaching new
knowledge to those without previous graduate training) resulting in a higher average
change score for participants with Bachelor's degrees. It is possible that the different
educational background between participants will be correlated with different levels of
research involvement, as measured by the follow-up investigation. Specifically, the
participants who have additional training and experience with research in the context of
graduate school may be more likely to become involved in research projects after this
study, if the graduate training has helped the individual become better prepared or more
interested in being involved with research.
Analyses comparing the performance of participants who were present for the
lectures with those who were absent and had to view a video recording of the lecture at
a later date indicate that a participant's presence or absence at the lecture was not
associated with statistically different performance on the post-test. It is important to
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note that participants who were absent from the lecture for a given module still had
access to a paper copy of the PowerPoint presentation, and could discuss the materials
with other participants or have questions answered by the author via email. This may
have mitigated any difficulty associated with being absent from the lecture in terms of
performing well on the post-test. However, the relatively small sample size must be
considered when evaluating the results of these analyses and the analyses previously
mentioned with respect to the relation between educational background and
performance. It is possible that a relation does exist between educational background or
absence from a lecture and performance, but it simply was not detected as a result of the
sample size in this study.
Were Participants Able to Apply the Skills?
Generally, high average scores on all homework assignments indicate that the
participants were able to apply the skills taught in the lecture portion of each module.
These homework assignments did not occur within the context of implementing an
actual research protocol (with the exception of Module 7), but all assignments required
participants to engage in the same, or very similar behavior that implementing research
would entail. Thus, the rehearsal of these skills during the completion of homework
assignments is directly applicable to using those skills when involved in research. This
finding is promising, in that the rehearsal component of any BST program is vital to
preparing the learner to use the new skills in the relevant environment.
The high scores observed on the assignments for Modules 7 and 8 were
especially positive as these assignments required the application of all skills and
techniques addressed in previous modules and allowed participants to rehearse a variety
of important research behaviors in the appropriate context. It is important to keep in
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mind, however, that there were no pre-training measures of performance on homework
assignments. Thus, it can only be inferred that the performance of participants on these
assignments was a function of the training provided in the lectures. Additionally, the
possibility remains that some of the skills addressed by the homework assignments were
already in the participants' repertoires, especially given the overlap with the clinical
procedures used in their jobs.
Some variability was observed in the performance on homework assignments,
both between participants and across assignments. Variability across assignments was
not unexpected, given the variation across modules in the specific skills required to
complete the assignment and the difficulty. Variation between participants was also
expected, given the variation in prior exposure to the material. The variability in
performance on both homework assignments and tests may also be explained by the fact
that no organizational contingencies were in place with respect to a participant's
performance. Other than the scores and feedback provided, there were no
consequences, positive or negative, for performance at any level. Under such
conditions, variability is expected based on differences in previous experience,
motivation, the time available to devote to the training, and so forth.
In spite of this variability, it is interesting to note that no significant relationship
was found between the degree a participant had earned prior to participating in this
training and performance on homework assignments. Additionally, no significant
relationship was found between a participant's presence or absence at the lecture and
homework performance. Although the relatively small sample size must be considered
when evaluating these analyses (i.e., relations may have been present and simply were
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not detected), these findings suggest that the between participant variability in
homework performance might be a result of individual differences in prior exposure to
the material or effort. It should be noted that participants were able to discuss
assignments and help each other, which may have decreased the variability somewhat,
and potentially inflated the scores above the levels of performance associated with
strictly individual work. However, conducting research is always a collaborative effort,
such that the potential teamwork among participants does not hinder the validity of the
findings.
Were Participants Satisfied with the Training and Experience?
Given that participants were able to both learn and apply the skills targeted by
the training provided in this study, it is promising to find that participants were also
generally satisfied with the training and experience. Perhaps most promising is the
finding that the majority of participants felt that their knowledge and skills with respect
to the curriculum were substantially improved by the training, and that all of them
would recommend this training for other staff in their organization. In other words, it
seems that participants perceived the training as an effective and worthwhile
experience. With respect to the specific teaching methods and training components, it
is interesting that the largest proportion of participants preferred the lectures as a
teaching method but rated the homework assignments as the most helpful component.
These results suggest that although participants prefer lectures as a means to access the
relevant information, the application required by the homework assignments is a vital
component of the training. Finally, is it not surprising that such a large proportion of
participants rated the workload required for this project as heavy, given that they were
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required to maintain their everyday job tasks during the training. The fact that the great
majority of participants continued to participate throughout the entire training project
and completed almost all tests and assignments in spite of this workload speaks to the
level of motivation among participants and the value they placed on the curriculum.
Implications
Several implications of the findings of this study are worth noting. First, the
participants represented a heterogeneous group of staff with a variety of educational
backgrounds and training histories. Therefore, the results of this study might be
reasonably generalized to other similar groups of staff working in similar organizations.
It should be noted that the organization employing the participants values
research very highly and provides a supportive environment for being involved in
research. Specifically, the organization has an agency-wide statement of clinical
principles that guides both clinical practice and research activity. This statement
specifies that all clients are best served through evidence-based practices, which
currently encompasses research-validated, field-tested, and promising practices. The
organization recently established a Research and Evaluation Department as well as an
internal research review board, and has been undergoing a clinical transformation to
only support evidence-based practices. Thus, research has had a relatively high profile
within the organization over the past few years. Additionally, staff research activity
plays an important role in the decision-making process with respect to who attends
professional conferences, and all staff are actively encouraged to get involved in
research. As a result of this culture, many staff view the opportunity to participate in
the research process as a reward, and have even asked supervisors to use the
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opportunity get involved in ongoing research projects as reinforcers for meeting
monthly goals related to clinical practice. Therefore, it is possible that some
participants were eager to learn and get involved in research and sought out additional
resources (e.g., journal articles) during the course of the training. In sum, this study was
conducted within an organization that highly values and actively encourages research
activity, with participants who are very motivated to be involved in research projects.
This organizational culture must be considered when evaluating the external validity of
the results of this study. It is possible that providing the same training to a group of
staff that work within an organization without the same supportive research-oriented
environment would produce very different results. Irrespective of participants'
motivation to receive the training, however, it is likely that the skills acquired during
training will better enable the staff to contribute to the agency's research mission.
Second, the success of this study in training a group of therapists providing EIBI
services to conduct research in the clinical environment in which they work addresses
the lack of this training for staff without requiring participation in a formal graduatelevel coursework. Since it is unreasonable to expect all EIBI therapists to acquire
graduate training, the success of this approach could potentially have a large impact on
the amount of research published in EIBI settings and help answer many of the
questions that remain unanswered with respect to the specific procedures used in those
settings. This type of research, along with large-sample outcome studies on the efficacy
and effectiveness of EIBI (e.g., Lovaas, 1987; McEachin, Smith, & Lovaas, 1993; Perry
et al., 2008) would greatly enhance the empirical support for this approach to teaching
young children diagnosed with autism spectrum disorders.
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Third, outside the realm of research, the skills addressed in this study may
impact the clinical practice of the participants with respect to the verbal behavior and
technical procedures they learned. Many of the modules addressed skills that are
relevant to data-based clinical practice as well as research, such as operationally
defining behavior, creating data sheets, methods of data collection, graphing, and so
forth. Therefore, even if some participants are not interested in or do not have the
opportunity to get involved in research, the training may still be beneficial in terms of
improving the clinical services they provide. Future replications of this study might
benefit from formally evaluating this potential impact on the services provided by the
organization.
Limitations
Despite the strength of the present study in demonstrating that a modified
approach to BST was successful in training a group of staff, there are several important
limitations that must be noted. First, as participants were required to maintain all of
their typical employment tasks while participating in the study, training took a relatively
long time to complete, with approximately 12 months elapsing between the
implementation of the first and last modules. As with any study of this duration, there
is the potential for attrition and a decrease in the motivation of participants. Although
some attrition occurred in this study, it was minor and did not substantially affect the
composition of the group of participants. Further, no detectable decrease in motivation
occurred, as evidenced by continued high performance throughout the duration of the
study. This is likely explained by the fact that participants voluntarily took part in the
training knowing that it would require work in addition to their general job tasks. From
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an organizational perspective, however, the duration of the training and the time
required to conduct research creates a relatively long delay in terms of results for the
organization (i.e., an increase in research activity among staff).
Second, the development of the materials required for training, grading of tests
and homework assignments, and providing feedback to all participants was relatively
labor intensive. Therefore, if a similar approach to training were to be attempted within
another organization, the effort would need to be strongly supported by the
administration and adequately resourced. Additionally, as a result of the extensive work
required to implement this training, no measure of treatment integrity was conducted
with respect to the content of the lectures being delivered as specified, or the type,
quantity, quality, and consistency of feedback provided. However, with the highly
detailed PowerPoint slides used to guide lectures, and keys used to grade tests and
homework assignments, this study can be classified as relatively low-risk with respect
to treatment integrity errors.
Finally, the rehearsal of the skills being taught was somewhat atypical for BST.
Typically, when utilizing BST, the teacher would directly observe the learner rehearsing
the skills and then provide relatively immediate feedback. In this study, however,
logistics prevented the participants from being directly observed when rehearsing the
skills relevant to each module (i.e., when completing the homework assignments).
Thus, feedback was based on the products of behavior rather than the behavior itself.
Future Research
In order to refine the methods used in this study to train staff in an EIBI setting
to conduct research with clients and improve the use of the scientist-practitioner model
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in clinical settings in general, future research should address a number of issues. First,
the follow-up investigation with the participants of this study will help evaluate any
changes in research involvement following completion of the training. When that study
has been completed, it would be beneficial to replicate this study within a different EIBI
organization and include measures of treatment integrity. Additionally, based on the
overlap between the knowledge and skills addressed by this training and the clinical
skills required to work in an EIBI setting, it would be valuable to directly measure the
impact of the training on the quality of clinical services provided by participants.
Future studies evaluating this approach to training may also attempt to improve the
effects of the training by including a mastery component allowing participants to
continue rehearsing the relevant behaviors and re-take tests until a pre-determined
mastery criteria has been met.
Since the work required to design and implement the training provided in this
study was substantial, future research may try to decrease the work required by creating
videos for all of the lectures and comparing results to this study in which lectures were
provided live. Thus far, existing literature comparing live and video instruction has
provided mixed conclusions regarding efficacy and consumer satisfaction. For
example, one study suggested that the learning outcomes perceived by students are
similar for both modes of instruction, but that learners report feeling less connected to
video lectures and are less likely to prefer that approach to teaching (White, Sartore,
Gallate, Cartwright & Curthoys, 2006). However, another study indicated that both
perceived and actual learning as well as motivation are higher with live instruction
(Carrell & Menzel, 2001). The data from the present study suggest that the use of video
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instruction may be successful as there were no significant differences in performance
between participants who were present for the lecture and those who were absent and
viewed the recorded lecture at a later date. The videos used in the present study,
however, were recorded during a live, interactive lecture, and therefore may have been
more effective than a pre-recorded lecture with no audience or interactive component.
These hypotheses need to be empirically confirmed, however, as it is possible that the
organizational culture discussed previously, the materials provided to participants, or
the perceived value of the training over-powered any effects that being absent from a
lecture may have had.
Finally, some additional research would enhance the scientific literature on staff
training and the use of the scientist-practitioner model in clinical settings. For example,
it would be beneficial to revise the curriculum used in this study for use in other ABA
settings (e.g., day programs for adults with developmental disabilities) and re-evaluate
the effects of the training. Additionally, it would be valuable to apply this approach to
training with more senior staff (e.g., clinical supervisors within the organization
involved in this study) to address higher-level research skills, such as identifying gaps
in research literature and developing relevant research questions.
The training model used in the present study was designed to prepare individuals
to develop and implement research protocols to answer a research question that has
been provided to them. Consequently, this model may be sufficient for organizations in
which individuals are present who are capable of generating and developing viable
research questions. However, if such individuals are not present in the organization,
staff would need to be trained in these skills, or individuals already possessing those
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skills would need to be hired in order for the organization to benefit from the training
model in the present study. Thus, a curriculum focused on the higher-order skills
required for developing research questions would represent a good extension of the
existing model.
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Appendix A
Demographic Questionnaire
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Name:

1. Sex:

Age:

[Male

Female

2. What is your position at CEAP?
CSenior Therapist
CClinical Supervisor
DDther:
3. What is the highest degree you have earned?
•High school diploma
•Bachelor's Degree
•Master's Degree
[Ph.D.
4. What discipline was that degree earned in?
• Psychology
[Special Education
•Behavior Analysis
DEarly Education
•Education
[Behavioral Science Technology
CDther:
•Nf/A, I have earned a high school diploma.
5. What level of certification have you earned from the Behavior Analysis
Certification Board?
CBCABA
•BCBA
•None
6. Have you taken a behavioral research methods course (covering single-case
designs, interobserver agreement, etc.)?
CYes, at the undergraduate level.
•Ves, at the graduate level.
• No.
7. Did you participate in Dr. John Austin's Performance Management training?
•Yes.
CNo.
8. How long have you worked in the area of behavioral interventions for
individuals with autism?
years,
months
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Appendix B
Overview PowerPoint Presentation
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Appendix C
Module 1 Test Questions
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1. Which of the following aspects of measurement are fundamental features of
applied behavior analysis?
A. assigning numbers and units to events
B. direct and frequent measurement
C. quantifying mental events
D. using consensus-based rules to label events
2. Behavior analysts use measurement to detect and compare the effects of
on

3. What types of mistakes in the practice of applied behavior analysis can
measurement prevent?
A. continuing an ineffective intervention
B. discontinuing an effective intervention
C. Both A and B
D. None of the above
4. What are the three important features of a good operational definition?
1.
2.
3.
5. What types of target behaviors can be measured using frequency counts?
6. If observation periods for collecting frequency data are all of the same length,
how should you report the data?
A. number of occurrences per unit time
B. percentage of observations with target behavior
C. number of occurrences
D. percentage accuracy
7. If observation periods for collecting frequency data vary in length, how should
you report the data?
A. number of occurrences per unit time
B. percentage of observations with target behavior
C. number of occurrences
D. percentage accuracy
8. Provide an example of a target behavior that could be measured using a
frequency count.
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9. Momentary time sampling (MTS) requires observers to record the occurrence of
target behavior
.
A. at the beginning of each interval
B. throughout the entire interval
C. at any point during the interval
D. at the end of each interval
10. What types of target behaviors can be measured using MTS?
11. How should you report MTS data?
A. number of occurrences per unit time
B. percentage of observations with target behavior
C. number of occurrences
D. percentage accuracy
12. Provide an example of a target behavior that could be measured using MTS.
13. Trial-based data collection must be used when the target behavior is a

14. Provide an example of a target behavior that could be measured using trial data.
15. Write an operational definition for one of the following behaviors:
A. nail biting
B. aggression - hitting
C. waving
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Appendix D
Module 1 PowerPoint Presentation
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states or processes (e.g., the person's

• In general, the mere detailed the
operational definition, the better

* Clear
- Unambiguous
• Complete
- indudes examples and non-examples ef
the target behavior

Intention;)

Let's try m example:

How can we evaluate an operational
definition?

« Define hand raising:

« Test ll with multiple observers • vvtien
they are able to agree on oeeurrerases
and non-occurrences of the target
behavior, the operational deltnltioni is
sufficient.

- so the armtes t r a i t (elfcow and wrist are
nolbsai}—
- th# Weep to te«rt ttlih the ear...
- aiid ttie h and 1$ open (fIngen; are net
bent)...
- to a maximum duration ol 5 s at until the
child's named is called
- only eode during i n inswetianai session

-it.

I How do we select the dimension of
behavior to measure?
• This will depend on tie research
question
• W a t aspect of the behavior i r e you
trying to chains'?
- Example:It you are irjrimj to decrease how
often a problematic bateler occtirs, you
would want to measure and record htm

often fte behgvior occurs (fr-aspency)

1

| Methods of Data Coitection:
Frequency or Rate
» Eventraesordtajj- count each response as It
oecars
• ItequirertfflEStii to use:
- Target beftatfbf is dtoete, or ccurrtabte
- Targetfcaftavtefdoes not happen loo frequently
(«sa«i»ly high rate behavior ca» ibe drrScult to
count sassra&y)

III

Methods of Data Collection:
Frequency or Rate
Examples:

-Ratei of aggressive behavior Airing one-eftteachlng (occurrences
(OCCUJI
of agression
pM fTttriUte)

- Rale of social initiations made during groap
(Day {ta Millions p& hour)

Methods of Data Collection:
Frequency or Rate
• Procedure:
- Record date
- Record start and §top firm tor
observation/session.
- Record each occurrence of the
behavior (exampfe: 'tally)

I

Methods of Data Collection:
Frequency Of fiat©
* Sampled^:
T-«?9i& SahiNm;

**«• t£S|i<afit

C ,»T*«s»)iD

rssro

•gjii(t!im&-

&G& (*W*.: litmbm ef ossiSiiswussg: T«ufc

i*£lUi

&&&**)

&;i Sam

'&4U(

-%&-%&m

i&<tf&,m

TOiWl

%->i~mi

ftSftm

jrfjri

«

X

• Hew am data reported?
- If eacti atssrvsUon period is iris same lervglh. you
can simplyreportJfte number c« occurrences

*meouENcy

is
i

jtfll

Wteihods of Data Collection:
Frequency or Rate

•

J * *

FREQUENCY: S i d w w «t al. (290S)

- Iffeelength at the observation parted varies,
convert t i e frequency counttora» and report fee
nambsr of occurences per unit Elms (sxarapte: S
responses per minuse}
< ft*re

R A T I ; £sqih & Carr (In press)

:
^ i

k/^

-V)

:.iii^^^^JL£

Methods of Data Collection:
Momentary Time Sampling (WETS)
« Ftecort occorcences ef She target behavior
only at Use ead of an brief intervals during a
tomjar-durattaj observatltiM pedod
• Whenfou$@:
- Target bsfeavte has a longer dutglioii, not readily
countable
- Target &s*ta.*sr occurs at afttghrase
- You do not have Ihe meanstoobserve ihe large!
tet5a*jr oaMiressasfy

Methods of Data Cotieciiom
Momentary Time Sampling (MIS)
» Examples:
-Ow-offseat behavior durtog ana-orvane
teaching
« Engagement in interjcttve play wHh peers
during group play
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Methods of Data Collection:
Momentary Time Sampling (MTS)
'

Methods of Data Collection:
Momentary Time Sampling (MTS)
' Sample date:

^meedure:

*-«it&pmt.,„£.,„„

(at iieast 10} - est a fJrraar to Miosis sue eras! of the
intsrvat
• Watch tor sajget bsrmvfor at the £M& of Die

a» *

Tat^b^f^^f?

am *,

?

©
N
CD w

6

''

?

CD
r

•i

• Ignore ccEurrssses OEJSMtfSfse Interval
• At the arid ot ths Interval

I
~ft^iaffTgsfci2ftiaty

Ofcs«fvsf:_JL^.

«

i

¥

4

CD

«

S)

8

Y

C*>

•StE

(¥>

lots i * _ 4 _

racgafcliflflSHFfc*?

CD
CD

QD
N
Q£)
w

«

Fsreamass***:*^

s limine dtft&sa shatiM aulomalteaily assiart

Alvsro 6t aL |20Q?)

Methods: of Data Collection:
Momentary Time Sampling {MTS)
• How are data reported'?
~ Count lh»: mumbgr of atearvafiejis during
which the target bahavta «seu«ed god
dvide by the laid nutsjlKit of

5**

- Report as per.
with target behmta

Methods of Data Collection:
Trials
Msasoras wtaflwr a target betaviiaf occurs
following the wtewant opportyniiy or
tagwucdon
When to us«
- Target behatiortearassrteiedcperaM - toe
oEcutrancs of toe iwges behsvfar <s limned t»

Methods of Data Coiiection:
Trials
• Examples:
- tmtatlag Jte STOW tertarior of a teacher
when insitueted to do »
correcDy to <pestions about
prsoHul

1

1|

^

Methods of Data Collection:
Trials

1

M e t h o d s erf D a t a Collection:
TrsalS
• Sample data:

• Procedure:
- Present the relevant instruction or
oppofiiiiiiiy to engage In ttie target
behavior
- Record *V* I the tggget betsawSdr accufs
- Record *W B the larget behavfe*- does not
occur

rum pmt^t^,^ OfcssSftsr^^X— r»f§ia£ bsftstrtart. P4frfla*a3£]tea>\3ar^
&*&»ak*» - ciaa
Tria* #

TlW*
s
2
3
4
S

¥

4

(2)

'* <2D
v CE)
© M
t

•^

6

»

CD **
y
?

(J)
©

<T)

W

in

CD **

rani w. „ i ~

j^sresftfiaaK *c*»>

@

pBfoantaoB Accuracy: Chortg & Gar* {2005}

Methods of Data Collection:
Trials
p**fei

* Mew ar# dam reported"?
- Perewniftge accuracy: report the
peeogntage of correct responses out of the
total number of opfxxltmittea, or eat ot a
block of Mate
- Trlala-to-otltaiton: report: t i e nurr&er of
treats deeded to reach a predetermined
level of performance

Practical Tips:
Collecting {Jala live vs. from video
« Live
- C a n fte Individual implementing the
Intervention; fecottJ data while doing so?
- t e a mcanti observer available periodically
to csdeet secondary data?
- if "ye** to both, Bve data eeHeeto should
work w§li.

1

',.

Practical 'Ops:
Collecting data live vs. from video
- Video
- ¥>3 *»a participant demcrasixstte reactivity to the
cameta?
> if yes, soora datatra if pessibSa, oraSow tha
participant to ha£.!tuat8 ;o tha prssenca c' ins
camera bsfwa begfnrahg data ccfeitsn
- W8 fts camsra ipic* ap sufiictant nciss to naaxd
behavior? {easmpfe: when tfea target befeavicr «
a vcoal raspoase and tha d i l d is typically very

Practical Tips*
Collecting data live vs. from video
* Both (primary Itoe, secondary from vkfeo}
« W f §omeor» watering the vide© haw» the
same viewpoint as a IfW observer?
- T h i s approach wB rw» w o * wlttn seme
target behaviors
• &ampte: sy* oansactmverf sfflteuftla score

Practical Tips:
Considerations with human observers:
* Accuracy may change ova- time (observer
drift)
» Reduce observer drift by:
- CioaJ opaiafcraat definite"®
- {SoaJ training before Uie observer starts
- ParibdSc retaining
- Monitor Mercfoswer agreement (module 2)

Practical Tips:
Collecting data live vs.. from video
« Video
- Do you need io reccedrauittpSedimensions at
behavior?
• If yes, collecting data torn vkiso ss &ety the
best option.
- Do youfeavethe resources to sccre videos
quidkly?

Practical Tips:
Data Collection System
• FraetiiW appiyiiiej the operational <tetiK»ti and
using the daia sheets tartars b&girtESng t i e
protocol
- Can multiples observars mm m t i e
octsurrencs and rwn-occurwnee fifths target
behavior bastsd an the daJinMoia?
- Da fee data shee'.s inciude all necessary
t&mponersts in a asw-Biendly manna*?
* i s<s» you shaiild ba in good shape to he§n
• Jf not, sdantiSy ihe prsbtonss atsd Kx Wmm

Practical Tips:
Considerations with human observers:
• Reactivity: a participanfs behavior may
change wAwn b@6ng watched
* Minimize by:
- AlrbwifJ participants to "fl&t used to" ibe
cbsarver (hatttaatlon}
- QteeWa fross an yfi6&twav®it«<sw tocsfion
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Readings;
* Cooper, J.H., Heron, T.E., & Heward,
W J L (1987). AppMd behavior analysis.
Coitrabus, OH: Merrill.
- Oh. 4: Measuring and Recording behavics.
- We have not covered fasency tecowfirig
(pp. 65) or measuring (he magnitude oi a
response (pp. 78), bul Ihetetopicsare
covered in the reading.

I
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Appendix E
Module 1 Homework Assignment
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Note: This homework requires you to watch two short video clips and record data based
on the behavior in those clips. URL's are provided for the location of the clips online.
We recommend collecting data on a separate sheet of paper while you are watching the
video clips, and then entering the data into this form afterwards.
Part 1: Momentary Time Sampling
Video: http://jam-lab.com/MTS-flapping.wmv
Audio cues have been included with this clip to signal the end of each interval - record
data based on the behavior that is occurring at the time of the audio cue.
Target Behavior: Hand Flapping
Operational Definition: Instances of hand flapping involve a flapping of one or both
hands with a back-and-forth motion with the arm(s) slightly bent and the hand(s) raised
near the shoulders. Raising of the hands without a flapping motion does not represent
an occurrence of hand flapping.
Interval #:

Target Behavior? (Y or N)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
How would you report these data?

74
Part 2: Frequency Count
Video: http://jam-lab.com/Frequencv-mands.wmv
Target Behavior: Manding (picture exchange)
Operational Definition: The occurrence of a mand involves the child taking a picture
card off a wooden rectangle and reaching it towards the snack box on the table.
Specifically, the edge of the picture card must cross the plane of the edge of the snack
box in order for the response to qualify as a mand.
Total occurrences:
If all of our observation periods were of the same duration, how would you report these
data?
If our observations periods varied in length, how would you report these data?

Part 3: Operational Definition
Please write an operational definition for ONE of the following behaviors. It might be
helpful to have a specific child in mind when writing these definitions.
Swiping instructional materials from a table during instruction
Gross motor imitation of hand clapping
Following the instruction "line up" when other children have already formed a line
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Appendix F
Module 2 Test Questions
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1. It is recommended that interobserver agreement (10A) be assessed for
research sessions, and that a minimum average IOA of
be accepted.
A. 10-15%, 75%
B. 25%, 80%
C. 30%, 95%
D. 20-25%, 95%
2. Interobserver agreement is the degree to which
agree on the

of

observers

and

of behavior.

3. List 2 of the 3 important aspects of research that IOA helps evaluate.
4. Total agreement IOA calculations should be used with which type of data collection?
A. Event/frequency recording
B. Momentary time sampling
C. Trials-to-criterion
D. Interval recording
5. Point-by-point IOA calculations should be used for data collected using
or

. (Hint: methods of data collection)

6. What two aspects of IOA assessments should be reported for a research study?
7. Procedural integrity is
.
A. The degree of support for a given intervention based on the current research
literature
B. The quality of the research procedures in terms of a successful treatment
outcome
C. The reliability of the research procedures
D. The degree to which the research procedures were implemented as intended
8. Occurrence agreement should be used with

behavior so

IOA calculations are not inflated.
9. List 3 of the 4 factors that can influence IOA assessments.
10. It is most important to have measures of procedural integrity for
A. Low risk studies
B. High Risk Studies
C. Low rates of problem behavior
D. High rates of problem behavior

.
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11. Non-occurrence agreement should be used with

behavior

so IOA calculations are not inflated.
12. List 2 of the 4 ways to improve the accuracy of observers.
13. It is recommended that procedural integrity be assessed during
of
research sessions, and that you assess
on procedural integrity data as
well.
14. Calculate]point-by-point agreement for the data provided below.
4
1
2
3
Interval #
Observer 1
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
Observer 2
Y
Y

5
Y
Y
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Appendix G
Module 2 PowerPoint Presentation
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What Is interobserver agreement?

Module 2:
Interobserver Agreement
& Procedural integrity
Jassa Love
James Carr
Lisida LaBlane
Westernft&hgantMwsreity

Why is IOA important?
* Evaluates 3 important aspects of
research:
»Ope«#a«al tfeltaitto
« (Meats ttas, afisewer drift •
- Competency wWi which the tWMftens w®
- BglevaMMysf the data arsd the
Itttgrvgniton #i«ts

Recommendations tor Research
« Assess IOA lor 2S% of sessions
* Accept a minimum average IOA of 80%
* Determine the primary and secondary
observers before sessions
- Observers must m irsdepaidensi
« If IOA is low tor a single session:
-Trail!
- Vou can diseasf iftese data ONLY I you
have set a rub belorfj data eoll&ellor>
began

• The degree to which independent
observers agree on the occurrence! and
norKJCeunre-nce of behavior
Helps answer the question I s that what
I would have seen if I had been there?"

Agreement * Accuracy!
• Two Ofe&e?ver$ rnay have high
agreement but the data may be
Inaccurate
• How do we improve accuracy?
- Use a good op^^fan^ dfeUnltioft
-Train eteervsns
-CtmdBCtfreiperuebeete during data
collection
-Use sn appropriate dtai collection «ystem

IOA Calculations: Total Agreement
• Use this with event recording {frequency
courts)
lower frequency
higher frequency

x 100%

• Mote: This does not tell us whether the
observers actually agree on when the
behavior did and did not occur
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iOA Calculations; Total Agreement

!OA Calculations:. Point-by-Point

* Example:

• Use this for MTS & trial data (when specific
recprijs can be compared on a poirtt-bypoiiit. basts)
• Score each interval or trial as an
agreement or di$agree«Jeni between

Observer 1:23 mauds
Observer 2:25 mands
IOA: _23 *100%»92%
2S

IOA.
agreements
x1O0%
ageeemerrfs + disaareenienls

,
IOA Calculations: Point-by-Point

1

• Example:

|

_.
IOA Calculations: Pcarrt-fcy-Point

,

tnt #

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 I

• Oecutrence agreement • only seem Intervals In
which as least one observer sowed w occurrence
• Use with bw-mte behavior so K3A is not Mated

Otei

Y

H

N

Y

Y

Y

M ¥

Y

N

M.#

1

Obs 2 Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

N

¥

Y

M

Ote1

¥

A. D

A

A

A

D

A

A

A

A

Ote 2

Y

Y

IOA

A

O

IOA:

• S
1

IOA

IOA:

_§_ * 100% "80%

I

4

S

6

r

8

9

1>

Y

Y

Y

1i

Y

Y

t

I

Y

Y

M

i

Y

Y

I

i

A

A

D

A

A

A

i

2

I

N

I

10

IOA Calculations Pc irrt-by-Point

How are IOA data reported?

• Non-occurrence agrearnen! - only •&&* tnlervata
sn »vh»ch ai least or*»E
*oht
efver scored a Manoccurrence
• Use wilh h<ghHfate b ila r so iOA is, nol Wlated
bit #

''

N

N

Obs 4 7

Y

N

» « 7
r '' Y N
r 7 N H

IOA

D

A

i

OtBl

tOA:

2

A
9

3

I

I

D

* 100%= $0%

A

1

* 100% = 7 1 %

i

10

i

•'

M

*

f

H

\ ,n

A

« Report * e mean, minimum & maximum
- Mean K>AS6% (rsrsge, 82% & 100%)

• Ftepartftesevalues tor eacft behavior and lor
each parttapant
• Wn«» appttcabte,reportoverall, occurrence,
and nen-oecuirrerioe agreement
* Example?
- "InSBfDbsemef agmemmt (ftt^l oo Me rate at
sggmincn urns assessed during 27% of sesstons
iHsitfi Jaey, \&im a mean SQA of 96% frwge. BS% to
HWK1*
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Factors influencing IOA
Observer Reactivity
- Observers aware ihelr observations: will fa#
cfeeeterl might score behavior dMferentty
- Prevent Shis by vratahln§ from an unobtrusive
location, usmrj s&meona naturally in i f *
environment to observe, or :by watching often
Observer Drift
- Observers might graclualy change what they
- Prevent this by providing p o d training,
periodic retraining, good ape?afa»l
definitions, spot cheefas

W h a t is p r o c e d u r a l integrity?
* The degree to which the procedures are
implemented as intended
GpecattanaJize some aspect of the
procedures {*.$., therapist behavior)
and collect data on the implementation

factors influencing iOA
• Complexity erf Measurement System
- K observers are recording loo many behaviors
or too many participants you may get kwc IOA
- i data sheets are too complicated you may gel
tow IOA
- Keep data collection and data sheets as simple
QtoServtr Expectations
- Observers may be biased and record what
they think should happen
- Preverft this by using observers blhd to
• of study, iwt faiMoroiJig the reporting

Why are procedural integrity
assessments important?
* Without a measure of procedural
integrity:
- We cannot specify the aspect of the
Intervention thai caused a behavior change
- We cannot determine why a behavior
chartge did run occur {no'effect vs.. poor

)

I

Low-risk v s . High-risk S t u d i e s
• For low-risk studies, some evidence of
procedural integrity is helpful, but don't
use lots of resources to do it
- Mechanical Iriterveniiotta
"-Comp«ite*l2ed irrtervenfeeis
-Very simple)

Low-risk vs.. High-risk S t u d i e s
* High-risk studies require procedural
integrity assessments
- Lengthy, eorapBceted treatments
"-Controversial treatments
-Treatments implemented by Individuals
without mud) training
-Treatments implemented by Individuate
who have not ""bought W on it, but must
Implement It because It is their job to do so
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Example: What therapist behaviors
should be assessed?
* Teaching Mravgrbal responses
* Did the therapist:
- Provide the appraprtete antecedent (&.§,,
verbal stimulus)?
- Provide m 0ehoi<j prompt according to fi§
prompting procedure?
- Provide fte approfsrtete ceflsepenc© (&g.,
reward, praisse}?
- Conrfucs an appropriate Mwspernai Mai?

Example: Echoic vs. Tact Prompts for
trstraverbal Acquisition
* What teve! of risk Is associated win tills
ssudy?

Example: Full-session vs. Interval
DRQ for reducing high-rate mands
* Whatteve)of risk Is associated with this
stud'/?

Recommendations for Research

* What therapist behaviors should be
assessed?

Recommendations for Research
• figporl (he mw$g® proe«fcir# tntegrty $C0(«,

m weli asite IOA on praeedutat toisgAy
• Estampte
- "Pro&mfar&i intgg/itywm 8§se&$g$ tjtitMg
£'T% of sessions wUh % tmm saote ol
94%. tQA on pfoesdwaf Mtegrfty ofefa was
assessed dttrftgf £5% <j/ #w# ssssfcra,
w#> a mem IOA of 97% (tmg$, SO* (a

' What therapist behaviors should be
assessed?

- Assess procedural integrity when you
assess IOA {25% of sessions)
• Any time sorneorje coBects data, you
raged IQAI
- Assess PA on procedural integrity data
•tfcirJrwj 25% di procedural integrity
assessment s^sstars (about 8% of total

Reading:
• Cooper, J.H., Herort, T.E., & Heward,
W.L. {1S8?}. AppfM b$havbr analysis.
Columbus, OH: Merrill.
-CI*. 5: Pteaning & Directing Observational
Procedures
~ Pagm Hi • 103
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Appendix H
Module 2 Homework Assignment
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The data set below provides frequency data for two independent observers from a
variety of sessions. Calculate the IOA for each session.
Observer 1
IOA
Session #
Observer 2
1
7
8
4
5
5
8
7
9
14
9
9
5
19
4
20
7
7
22
8
8
4
27
3'
34
6
7
35
2
2
1
40
1
41
4
4
45
8
8
Calculate the mean and range of the IOA for this data set.

Mean:
Range:

Would the mean IOA score be considered acceptable? Why or why not?
Were enough IOA checks conducted for this data set? (Note: there were 45 sessions)
Why or why not?
The data set below provides frequency data for two independent observers from a
variety of sessions. Calculate the IOA for each session.
Observer 1
Session #
Observer 2
IOA
1
80
72
4
76
85
54
8
59
21
15
19
94
20
82
23
78
67
42
57
51
62
51
50
Calculate the mean and range of the IOA for this data set.

Mean:
Range:

Would the mean IOA score be considered acceptable? Why or why not?
Were enough IOA checks conducted for this data set? (Note: there were 51 sessions)
Why or why not?
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The data set below provides MTS data for two independent observers during one
session.
(Y = occurrence, N = non-occurrence)
Calculate point-by-point agreement for this data set.
Session #
Observer 1 Observer 2
Observer 1
Observer 2
Session #
1
N
N
16
N
Y
2
N
N
N
N
17
3
N
Y
Y
N
18
4
Y
Y
Y
Y
19
5
Y
N
20
N
N
6
Y
Y
Y
Y
21
7
Y
Y
22
N
Y
8
N
Y
N
N
23
9
Y
Y
Y
24
N
10
N
N
N
25
N
11
Y
Y
N
N
26
Y
12
N
Y
Y
27
13
Y
Y
Y
N
28
14
Y
Y
Y
Y
29
15
Y
Y
Y
N
30
Overall agreement:
Occurrence agreement:
Non-occurrence agreement:
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Appendix I
Module 3 Test Questions
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Attached is a data sheet for use in teaching gross motor imitation responses to children
with autism. Evaluate this datasheet in terms of the components included and its ease of
use. There are 16 ways in which this data sheet could be improve that generally focus
on these 5 areas: identifying information, participant behavior, therapist behavior, 10A,
and organization. Provide us with a list of improvements or changes that should be
made to this datasheet. Please word your responses in terms of specific changes that
should be made (e.g., "Component X should be included/added") rather than aspects of
the datasheet that are incorrect or not ideal (e.g., "X is not clearly indicated by the
datasheet"). In other words, please provide us with thorough instructions as to how this
datasheet should be improved, rather than simply pointing out what is wrong with it.
Please write legibly!!! (Use the back of this page if you need more space to write.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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Condition:

Target behavior:

Participant behavior:
Trial
Response (Independent,
#
Prompted, Error)
1

Trial #

Response (Independent,
Prompted, Error)

6

2

7

3

8

4

9

5

10
Percentage Correct:

Therapist behavior:
Trial #
Correct? (yes or no)
1

Trial #
6

2

7

3

8

4

9

5

10

Correct? (yes or no)

D

ercentage Correct:

Interobserver agreement
Trial
Agree or Disagree?

Trial #

Agree or Disagree?

#

1

6

2

7

3

8

4

9

5

10
Percental;e Agreement:
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Appendix J
Module 3 PowerPoint Presentation
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Why are data sheets important?

Module 3:
Data Sheets
Lisida LsBlanc
Jessa Lovs
James Cant
Western l*:h^a» Lhteesshy

Creating user-friendly data sheets:
• Mate it a$ simple as possible to capture alt of
ihe intenmaito« you w « t
• Data steste s t a * prompt your ^observers'
behavtar
- Inadequate prompts coiia leed ID inscoutFaSs
observing or absents! a t t

« Try It out a fev* times:
- Vfim obaervisrs v«fio dM .wt er«Me i( (so are iess
ramisar mtitt)
- WtM potertttial partaparrts or similar indisfiiials

* There Is no research without data
* You make data-based decisions
throughout research~ you need an
effective data coltectioft system
- Goad daia sheet = good data
- Bad data sheei = errors, missed or wcmg
data
* They play an Important rote In the IOA
lor your data

1 Get
General

Guidelines:

Minimize the writing required
Provide words w codes to eirete wherever

\ "
Group all of the recording required for
each waltecairrenoe together
whenever possible
- e.g., child behave, therapist behavior, IDA
--TMs vM prevent the observer from having
to "jump around* the datasheet when

• 8e prepared to ma)© ehanges as needed

Components to Include:
* Identifying Wor maiion
- Parfc|>art iD, observer, corvdKSors, dale,
flma, target behavior, » s t a number
* indication of primary vs. secondary data
* Participant behavior:
- Operational! definitions & Instructions for
- A pteoa to write She summary measure*
(&$., percentage correct)

Components to include:
• Therapist behavior (jpftwedurgi Integrity):
- Qper stional tteihittoa and Instreetent to
recording each relevant tehavtor, for example:

•Task

• A place to write the summary measure* (e.g.,
percentage correct)
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Oomportents to Include;

Tps to promote accurate use of youf
data sheet

* IOA assessments
- On "primary* dateshsirts, you will sou® yatir
IOA and c-ciicuiata She summary ineasure
• indicate the fomiula used to calculate IOA
-The place ID recwd tbte may'be incorporated
into tlse a&eii&'is for participant md therapist
behavibr
• Be sen to include * placetoscore IOA on
ai behavior (e.g., p^riictpant behgvferfgs) m$
ttserapfet behavlorisj

llllfcxamofe: Pfecwertcv Data (Exean
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• Something ^tJouW be recorded in every boxftfenk
• Use inJgWve abbfewiafetts/cocies that are noi too
sitrsilar
• Ww« asitig time-basad data coliscilorr (hfTS)
develop a salient cue to sigrsal data coll«ti6n that
wont disrupt t i t tenrne*
- Wartteg a w a r t , audio cue, ©to.
« Wink about Ninety w a s En datacaltedlart and try
to prevent litem
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II Example: MSYVU {Bscaij

example: Paired-stimuius <E»HQ
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How can this data sheet be improved?
- Stteattfylng Information: otasww, eondlton, date,
tir«, session number

- Partelpwt: operational (tefinWen, tossuctot,
aurnniary

-Therapist: operational deMksns, Irssf ructions,
summary
• DA: iermute, tasfttietos

=fc=

How can this data sheet be improved?
>r§!
- Provide abbresaatlcnsi lo circletortherapist
tef.a<.'ior and iOA
- Combine tables » all recordingforeach
trial is In en* place
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Appendix K
Module 3 Homework Assignment
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Create a data sheet to be used in a research study evaluating the acquisition of tacting
(i.e., labeling) colors in children with autism. This study will use 10-trial blocks,
errorless prompting (i.e., full verbal prompt, partial verbal prompt, no prompt), and will
involve three conditions: baseline, teaching with flashcards, and teaching with 3D
objects. Please refer to the lecture for this module for guidelines and examples. Be sure
to include the following components:
1. Identifying information
2. A section for participant behavior (vocal tacting/labeling)
3. A section for all relevant therapist behaviors (e.g., providing appropriate stimuli,
instructions)
4. A section for IOA assessment and calculation
You may use Microsoft Word or Excel to create your data sheet.
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Appendix L
Module 4 Test Questions
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1. When using a single case design, a participant is exposed to
condition(s).
A. One
C. Every
B. Several

D. Two

2. In single case design research, each

serves as it's own

control.
3. Phase changes should be made when the data are

.

4. List two of the four general characteristics of single case design research.
5. List the three types of multiple-baseline designs. (Hint: multiple-baseline across
)

6. The reversal design cannot be used when:
A. The participant exhibits problem behavior
B. The independent variable involves programmed reinforcement
C. Comparing multiple interventions
D. The effects of the independent variable cannot be withdrawn
7. The alternating-treatments design demonstrates experimental control when:
A. Different levels of responding are reliably produced by the different
treatments or conditions
B. Substantial overlap is present between the two data paths
C. Two different conditions are compared following a baseline phase
D. Similar levels of responding are reliably produced by the different treatments
or conditions
8. When using a multiple-baseline design, the same
to every baseline.

is applied

9. How is experimental control demonstrated when using a multiple-baseline design?
10. The behaviors measured when using a multiple-baseline design across behaviors
should be functionally
.
11. What two things should you do if your data are not stable?
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12. If a researcher wanted to evaluate the effects of functional communication training
(FCT) used with punishment as a treatment for problem behavior by comparing the rate
of the behavior when both treatments are implemented, to the rate of the behavior when
the punishment component is withdrawn, which single-case design would be best to
use?
A. Multiple-baseline design
B. Reversal design
C. Alternating treatments design
13. A researcher wants to compare the effects of differential reinforcement and nondifferential reinforcement on the rate of skill acquisition by teaching a child two new
skills - one using each type of reinforcement. This researcher should use a
design.
14. A researcher wants to evaluate the efficacy of FCT to teach one child three new
mands. This researcher should use a
design to evaluate this.
15. List two of the three potential explanations for substantial overlap in the data paths
when using an alternating-treatments design.
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Appendix M
Module 4 PowerPoint Presentation
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What are single case designs?

Module 4:
Single Gas© Designs
iLxme
Untla LeBlane

* Each ease serves as Its own control
- Bifengrtf tan group dedjgne with a eofltrel
ffOUp
* Behavior of each participant fe
measured repeatedly as he&he Is
exposed to each condMoo
- Provides the basts tor comparing she
effects of * « IV as ft is presented or
i In;

What are single case designs?
* Does NOT mean that t i t study Involves
only one participant
• Case can tea person, group of s
dfad, «tc.

* MOT case studies
Because functional relationships are
demonstrated within an individual yew
don't n«ed a fat of participants

Why measure behavior repeatedly?
% ":
I! •'

".
.&

"'

• Assess variability
or obtain stable
responding

General Characteristics:
* #1: Repeated Measures
- Behaviortemmmwi rspeaietty across
{liferent phases
- Phase = series of observations «r»te
same condiifatss
- Baseline- phase = W twatmgmrtntefventien
- Nsaisfton: A = baseline, B =ir99tmenUIV
#1, C = irealrnertrtV *2, etc.

General Characteristics:
« #2: Visual inspection (Module 5)
- Qraptiteai not statistics) analyst
- E'/aiuaie d i a a p s In taval, trend, and

Study acquisition
of resporidinti
fjearrtng)

• Allows oampatteon of behavict between
baseline grid \mmmntim condttarss

/*VN
3 -

General Characteristics:
• #3-: Experimental Control is
demonstrated within &ach case
i coning! = demeristiit®
the iv influenced behavior atsd not
vatiabis (msdtoiion, change to tame
environment, etcj

General Characteristics:
• #3: ExperiBientaJ Control is
demonstrated wflfiin each case
- Evajuates bebeuior of the individual
- NOT the average of groups
• Gcoup-av«rage offsets can be
feats is-»o"i

• AB designs are wot recommended because
tfiey DO NOTtenenaat-aieesfsettmentsiJ

General Characteristics:
* #4: Respondirsg i$ analyzed at a stsacty
state (little variability on the measured
dimension)

What should you <to when data are
not statte?
* Run ft out! Be patient ami continue
coleeiiig data in the current phase

- Stabity orftsrii can be used to p w i d e an
Dtsjectiva rule to dBlwrrfris 'Mien data are
• Must have at least 3 deta poirsts in eaeh
plt&e to demortstist* gtaWltty

When should you make phase
changes?
* When responding is stable
When respctfdirsg is not already
changing in the desired direction

Look for patterns in the iftcOnsJs%ncy
(e.g., cyclical patterns!!

Reversal Design
* AKk "Withdrawal Design*
* Researcher attempts to verify the elect
Of She IV by "reversing" responding to n
level obtained in a previous condition
« The effect can then be replicated by re*
Implementing the IV CA-B-A-B), or by
replicating across people {A-B-A}

Reversal Design: issues to Consider

Reversal Design; Experimental Control
* Demonstrated when responding
"reverses" back to baseline levelt upon
removal of the IV

« Ethical Issues-how Important is'the
information from the reversal?

* Strongest design
Not all tamervarrtlon* can be withdrawn
- Rule-governed brtawier
-Aecjutelttofl el sMIs-BelKWtaf wffl mot
reverse
- Darageratss behavior - Treatment <
be withdrawit

y**%A

ij.

=^a
Reversal Design: Variations

Reversal Design: Variations
* A-8-A-C-A: Used to compare
intervtniofis

* A-B-A-B
• S-A»Br Typically chosen du© to time
constraints and/or a need to begin on
an intervention phase
- Experimental control, but so Wo on peeintervenHon befeawlar

Reversal Design: Example
Topics/Questions

Ch

* Evaltiaisiiis of:
- FCT as a treatment for attention
- EKacis or a certain schedule et
reinforcementtoracademic tasks en
problem behavior during InefirucHon
- Cornparfng teaching ailowitsg children the
chtiiee of ia-sks toteachingwith no dioices
In terms of the ellaeJs on problem teliavifir

may

arte* the effect of me ether
(sequence eJtseteJ

A-C-A-8-A

' ftegflcaie
A-B-A-C-i•A-B-A-C

I

Mufti pie-Baseline Design
* Behaviors, Settings, Participants
* Mo need to withdraw treatment
* Treatment is Implemented on baselines
in a staggered fashion (e.g., On one
behavior white another remains In
baseline)
t have different fenglte

yuMpfe-Baselifte Design
* Once change has been noted in the f Inst
behavior, treatment Is implemented on
subsequent behaviors
* Th© difierert baselines serve as a
control far each other

WluMpte-Basefirte: Experimental Control
Iff]

,
* Demonstrated when eae
[*•».,'»**•• behavior show* amiiar
changes when, and only
„.-%.*!
when, the treatment is
"'!'"" implemented

I ^ i mm® n

* The same IV is applied to every
baseline

|Multlpte*Basdine: Experimental Control
i*t\mmm* |
^
* Demonstrated when eac
i*j
j * w * * * „ behavior shov^ similar
changes when, and only
when, the treatment is
Implemented

1;KM .

.

This graph demonstrate^
experimental control

yuipte-Bflseiinei Experimental Control
<;!*«—*. |
^
*
i'n\
?*'*"*
J tl... »*»J»W * S ,
* ,i*i....*•+-.'-—~~~

Demonstrated when eac
behavior shows slmilei
changes when, and only
when, the treatment Is

lajtiNffai*

This graph DOES NOT
demonstrate experiment:
control

'*- * This graph DOES NOT
demonstrate ixpedment|||
control

"Its

Muifpte-Baseine; Issues to Consider
• Behavfer^JSeifir^s^artidpants:
- Must be ftsnetaalfy independent
- Must b# s*ml» enough flus $%h will
Ctiaiiga wish intervention

» Choose bihevSors/settings/particlpiiifts
careMly eo you do not observe
unwanted generalisation

ttjipte-Baseline:

Variations

« Multiple Probe Design
- Use Infrequent pisbes to estaWtett baseline
-Ones treatment is impfemgwiKt, you rseecl
more probee to demofisUfgle e^efimentBl
cc>ntro)
- U s e Ms when:
• You can be aMtident tactile Cetiavior is not in
' You are worrt-d efett tte resSMly of

yattipte-Baseiine: Example Research
Topics/Questions
~ Evaluations of:
- Ths genaralzaticin ef minds for
Intomtatian across ^SaMsfttag c^ieratlans
- The afiqii§lfe«i of a newt mand across
- Transfer from tact training, to receptive
behavtar and vfe» v®m& imms feetevtes)

Alternating Treatments: Experimental
Control
• Demonstrated when objective evidence
displays *at different levels of
responding are predictably md reliably
produced by the different treatments
* Clear demonstration of experifiental
control - no overlap between Hie data
palhs for two treatments

fjlteffiaiing Treatments: Issues to <
< MutMple Treatment Interference
- WWh rapW ahamatfon, * # participant winy
not have toe to adjust and $how a change
Ititehawor
- Significant overlap to data paths may
mgan:
• Tiseaitoerits have same attest
• One treatment has a residua! sic

Alternating Treatments Design
« Two or more conditions, are alternated
(e.g.s on alternating $e§sions or days)
independent of the leveJ of responding
• Differences in responding between
conditions are evaluated

|iiimating Treatments: Issues to Consider
May vm previously neuuaE sUmall to rwlp
late ccndBioa$ & enhance stimulus
• Must be Included In teste to shew thai the
I do not precuoa

V rA v
\ ^ X
=3

Hieinating Treatments: Issues to Consider
MuiBlpte Treatment Interference
- II rtpnitam wertep oasura, Impleraent »a ccndilions
WMBualiy win a reversal (I" poEsWe) toteasecwite
rasUHs (BJJ, Can. Kcstam, S Chc«o, a m i )

||||> If yew think ihat (liferent
sarwa effaei, dent urn ATOf

may have the

Alternating Treatments: Variations
• Single-phase wiihout a ^treatment
control corsqtfcn

Alternating Treatments: Variations

Alternating Treatments: Variations
- Two-phase with baseline

Alternating Treatments: Variations
* Three-phase with baseline, comparison of
two treatments, and inal phase with most
effective treateierrt

HW

•

•

SOMSIK

M

>

* Single-phase witti a no-treatment control
condition

*

Ti^^*s^*2

1 £- .3 # iji & '?' « S^SJlMS-MlS^'ta^SSi^^^^^U^Sfe

Alternating Treatments: Example
Research ToplcaQuestlons
• Comparisons of:
- MoeMtHeast vs. Leaet-to-most prompting for
6hBI aoquteliierv
~ Punishment v*. extinction for problem Whgvfaf
- Tart vs. eehofe prompts for acqufeiftm of
iiismverbal responds

Any questions?
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Appendix N
Module 4 Homework Assignment
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Part 1:
For each of the 6 example research questions/topics listed below, please indicate which
single case research design discussed in the lecture for this module (i.e., reversal,
multiple baseline, alternating treatments) would be most appropriate. Next, explain
why that design is most appropriate.
1. A researcher wants to evaluate the effects of a differential reinforcement of low-rates
(DRL) procedure for reducing high-rate mands by comparing the rates of mands during
a DRL condition to the rate during a baseline condition.
Which design should be used?
Why?
2. A researcher wants to evaluate the effects of differential reinforcement on vocal
responding during circle time for three children. The researcher would like to measure
each child's behavior individually.
Which design should be used?
Why?
3. A researcher wants to evaluate a functional communication training (FCT)
intervention with and without extinction as a treatment for escape maintained problem
behavior. Specifically, the researcher would like to compare the rates of problem
behavior during a condition with both treatment components, to the rates of problem
behavior during a condition in which extinction is withdrawn.
Which design should be used?
Why?
4. A researcher would like to compare FCT and noncontingent reinforcement (NCR) as
potential treatments for problem behavior.
Which design should be used?
Why?
5. A researcher would like to compare the use of behavior specific (e.g., "Good job
touching your nose!) and non-behavior specific praise (e.g., "Good job!) for the
acquisition of receptive identification of body parts. Specifically, the researcher would
like to teach one body part using specific praise, and another using non-specific praise,
and then compare the rates of acquisition.
Which design should be used?
Why?
6. A researcher would like to evaluate the effects of a group NCR intervention on the
rates of problem behavior displayed by clients at a day program. Specifically, the
researcher would like to evaluate the effects of this intervention across two times of day
- morning and afternoon.
Which design should be used?
Why?
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Part 2:
For each of the three single case designs presented in the lecture for this module, please
provide one sample research question/topic that could be evaluated using that design.
Next, explain why that design is appropriate for the question/topic you provided,
7. Reversal Design
Example research question/topic:
Why is that design appropriate for this question/topic?
8. Multiple baseline design
Example research question/topic:
Why is that design appropriate for this question/topic?
9. Alternating treatments design
Example research question/topic:
Why is that design appropriate for this question/topic?
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Appendix O
Module 5 Test Questions
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1. Visual inspection is:
A. A method of data collection
B. A technique to ensure treatment integrity
C. A systematic method of interpreting graphical data
D. A method of organizing raw data
2. The three aspects of data that are evaluated during visual inspection are
_,
, and
3. List two of the things you should look at when examining a graph, BEFORE you
evaluate the data.
4. Does the graph below demonstrate a treatment effect?
A. Yes
B. No

5. On a graph, the ratio of the length of the y-axis to the x-axis should be approximately
to avoid inflation or deflation of the data.
6. Level refers to:
A. The value on the x-axis around which the data converge
B. The number of data points on a graph
C. The value on the y-axis around which the data converge
D. The amount of change between baseline and treatment phases
7. When presenting multiple graphs, do not equalize the
because we do not make between participant comparisons in single case design
research.
8. Trend refers to:
A. The overall direction taken by a data path
B. A prediction of future behavior
C. An estimate of the average measure of behavior
D. How quickly behavior changes after a phase change
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9. Does the graph below demonstrate a treatment effect?
A. Yes
B. No

10. What two questions do we aim to answer through visual inspection of a graph?
11. Variability refers to:
A. The overall stability of the data
B. How often and the extent to which multiple data points differ
C. How much the independent variable differs from the intended intervention
D. The amount of change between baseline and treatment phases
12. A level-exception graph does/does not (circle one) demonstrate a treatment effect,
even though there was a change in
between conditions.
13. Does the graph below demonstrate a treatment effect?
A. Yes
B. No

x - axis

14. Visual inspection is a more,
treatment effects than

method of evaluating
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Appendix P
Module 5 PowerPoint Presentation

II,
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What are the functions & benefits cat a
graph?

Module 5;
Graphing & Visual Inspection

1. Organize & store data
2. Continuously monitor behavior
8, Maka decisions
4. Interpret data

Linda UBlane
Jeasa Lave
James C »

5. Communicate findngs

Western iifcaii^B tAstee^sily

™™

ss=3n
Interpreting Data
Before evaluating a graph's data, read all
febsfe andflfureesptens andteaksi tfie
' tonttiexandysxfe
Quesllosis !D ask:

What is Visual inspection?
« Systematic axaminaflon of graphical
data
••- Mors conservative way to evaluate
treatment etfiec&ihan slaLssiical analysis

- Was responding stabfe?
- Did tfie aottioc demonstrate experimental
control?

Saal$ to answer two questions:
- Did behavior efcartge In a meaalngtai way

- Did a nseaningfui cHasigs late place"?
• Requires visual inspection of th# data

- I f » , te what extent can that change be
attributed totte independent variable?

^L

Vlsual inspection: A Primer

3 Aspects of Data are Evaluated During
Visual Inspection:
* Level - the value on the vertical axis
around which the -data eojwgrge

* Please follow along on your visual
Inspections job-aid
- TMgiutQifial will eiqpoee you lo Biestep-isystep process of hspectlrsg AB graphs
• AB coftipsrtearaa ate tha :tasi3tarmost uteai
mspecton compsrtsons {except At 01
' i.g:., mn ABAS grapfe todute 3 of thesa

* Trend - the overall direction taken by a
data, path

- Eventually you will becomefittentwMft Ws
process and will not need trie job-aid

* Variability - how often and the extant
to which muttipla data points differ
s-
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Step 1: Level

Step 1: Level
I

jtfr4tf

I

TtifflttflSflft 'VUknc & fin- m

tewd*

J. Ossy? st jsassigte Si«iajiml Sine ?*iifi ^)ie »«** iteti t&&&s
^.tiSsKSAsas^ H*ii?fiS'<&6&£& |s&if*8 {&«>¥& .& sifid .half !>d
W3wi: ^.i'SCi* mitiiix. <&3£* this li&e «fts3«?
5

3. £3lViw l.:*ift%& SaitfsSSHMl tiftfc CSiiJi JAJMS* CfU llsil kfeVi-i.
^ l i s t J H & * 5 tWia&a: -ikes tliU lifie sftJsaSv

„„__„„_

I*VAA|

Step 1: Level

Step 2: Trend

Is tise tercdl f/y*»jds vaUi£?3 ©fihe dstrus&tH ire
*lilf«r«fli; tlnas is Baseline?
Y^(f&m)

BiissrJEm:: Is ferns &n efevbua trend iai tivs =daSa^
J, Htf.i'W M i^isfcl fc Wife y-ftU* *$"&* lh& i&fSi&SiiRi
pfjR«l* s&*?fe it a i d .&&if te&%#.

* Baseline: y-$rf$ value « 5
* Treatment: y-axls valuer « 5
No, they are the same.

Step 2: Trend

Step 2: Trend
Tpgatmaii£: Is &«&» an ©bvi*rsis iwwH m 11K diita?
I

£>.*&• $ &-.«Sft£ §&fr W&h. W-SUr" £fe£ iittt re^Ai-t&s Jhfi din&skw.

* Baselne: No trend (flat)
* Treatment: Ascending (up)

I . V ^ & lite EfStttJ?

|

\

N

Is lias ^r^iSliCTn aV Ute Vecm\ m TmaltmmA diffin^nt. thrai i;
B:iseBtKs?(S> N *

^

Yes, they are different
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Trend in treatment $t$eper

Step 2: Trend

V^v

Trend in treatment Hatter

Trend in treatment
neither steeper nor ftetier

CZD

Step 2: Trend

Step 3; Variability
Btisellii&ff: Haw fer a w frvm your ircaagjirtsd (reinf tliw? are

Y e w iKTir »*-

I

3

»» V«aygir

^
Th» tr&nd is stoaper In Itaatment.

^
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Step 3: Variability

Step 3: Variability

Baseline
TrngtragnS: Elmv Sir away fyam ytsur iiitapiKil trend line ore-

V

AT

7A •

Vmey near -*

1

^

^
Nwr-{T)

2

3 -Vary Fa

Step 3: Variablfty

Step 3: Variability
Tresttmeni

r» ^m v^rbteilisy mTtsKitasitdiflijrERS than jn Basalts®? YaslTfrEo

B$$8tin$: variabilis * i
Treatment variabilis * 1

No, they are the same.
Vary N e a r - ( T )

2

3 - V a r y Far

Step 4: Make a Decision

Step 4: Make a Decision

Summarize
How rmiai da jevtl aswigsl

aim
Biselift*: y-a:xiB valua • 5

& a+

rvv

v

Summarize
Ham musS* did trend ctasge?
no change
a lltte
Bssseftne: lie tmnd (tat)
TreatmasM: Ascending {ap>

s

v^^i

('ataf)
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Step 4: Make a Decision

Step 4; Make a Decision
Howreachdid variability cfaage?
/nochiijge)

a Bile

Baseline: VeryMow- M J

s lot
2

S

-Vs«y Far

Summarize
How much ilk! level diiittge? f » dftang©
Ifew modi did. tread change'? a tot
Hew much did variability change? no change

If you answered "no change"forALL of
these, answer NO in (c) below and skip the
Level Exception section.

Step 4: Make a Decision

Step 4: Make a Decision

LEVEL EXCKFnOM
tflevei *A«E?I #JB oHlls^lfe mca"aw n 'luiS t-kaissul AND \k® &pen*l

&&&&%&&feepsit af ts* SAWM* So* Ik* $&$:^$i& -on tr*s ti^tl;

duscendiisg, $?OT Hull ife H >t Ix^ul txmptiuii ^lajsti.
The spesitans on the ncxl sttlcs jrtd on •/<•« p& dU «tl IMIJI you
Thesa am tetfd eseagit&as graphs:

A^.

Step 4; Make a Decision
S^
s'*
4J

Our Example

Yes (Ji5) il Mss,an-.war VB9ta(Bj Bofiw.
*Vas trand Ihft s»m» in tSKsaln® sek Ix&s&mmtf
Ycunto
II jfa,aiK»>»YI»tei |<* WowWdslrsridiisoHtii^Gr^&zsniinijiiibsfh^itsgl^eimt]
s-cilirstsv
Yes/Mo il fe: ans'^i YBS t i i c l bc<D«.
1 w u t&fos af»af^ S&a pftasss lite CR ^ sjmpi& does H kK& &*! lbs
w |Kife6E aes part of Ihc same da£s pajft?
VW/Mo »«taiaiiswatVESfencfbBta».
» YES in 1, 2,3, ami 4. aaswer NO to (el befew.

(c). CM behavior change atom Baseline: to treatment?
(%ei2)ftta

BM Iwfeavfear chaap*front Baseline t»Tr?fitiiii«fii?
&aaauK£: •*& mswmtsi *» lorfor$» liw*3 cfeasi^e A£JE> ll is mtt a L»tv«t
jfoac^ba ^najsfe isaejuara (crd vias rtal lh& ot# dimatwian ths^ shagged
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Our Example

Our Example

CsMSipam Ilia Sbsst tbw pciissts n$ BHSCIIESSfesfefirs! |gv*r pwnH«f Trea&raesiL W a s J ^ s mi mi$ne$&t& c&asflge m level
behft^sai pthasestf C ^ j ) No

Hbw ©awiyeRE an; jwu in ymir tkchian

Y*srv UlKjtssisibal - I

!i:IV^®

iUulbcfaaxmr vlmmfoA

ssr i^il TIG* c^angB?

3

4

( 3 ) " Vesy COTsii*len<l

We are very confident because we mraiusred "a Kof te
"ha *end cnsnge, AND II Is not a Level Excepfai graph
Sscausa level was naltlie o i l ^ dimension that chersged.

Th is iasl Saw pdntsfc»&2setl*Qi ma at. a tfflfsmnt kttek titan ifea li^ss £s*s°

Step 1: Level

Let's do another example,,,
Here is the graph:

tkatM'aie; Wfest Is iilis jiifias 1e*e£? „ _ J L _ _

V -A
<*K*T

Step 1: Level

Step 1: Level

hike\e\x\
Treafttieigt: W&sst k tlie< mean k^eif _ j£_

(y-axis rate) of fcdais parts in

Treatment different titan, in Brise1fai;?(Yt3)f No

» Bm&in$: y-«xis value • 7
* Treatment y~axis vaive * 3
4t i
I s

Ml

vv
s«a£k

^7^

^7*

Yes, they are different.
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Step 2: Trend

Step 2: Trend
cj&^fsjlftg.. j^fij S^^jssfMifig; 0$mfep m mad (fiat?

i s She tres*I itfta*|^« j & & i ^ *sr n&frfrer iSfeejo??r mxr flatter eil
TraaEmecst ihan iss Baseline?
sSse|SJf

Hotter

G«a*tii«0

**am
h She: itegtiftft ef ifee «st*l to Tfttsimsm$iTis««: sh&i.toBassIS**?y«sK?ty)

Step 8: Variability

8©lfe fesmis at© descendMsj fit s^gwos-bssidiy the same steepness.

Step 3: Variability
r^imtaii; Him•$*?sa^- &»*& y&ii? *si»i$to&lm**s iiiw-.s***&a»<&r

(3 * ^ f r l _

T-!sKti-*fc«

a*i*i*«

i:t

li
s

^^^N.^ v *

X«31#S

.**a*&
& ttor w&h^M i» TftsSirafcrt: dilSSKW* Ami in BtoftUae? ¥#*£'*&> j

Simp 4: Make a Decision;
Hew isieiKti: cid tara£ dhartgt^
jno-t^ssagg a r ^ C j a & i )
Hew WK&II dd trsTK) s t o ^ e f ( ^ Q d a a ^ > a. title a Set:
Hew mud* c^i uariafelfty chaftgjeff ( ^ e h a s ^ > a 8&& a toi

Step 4: Make a Decision
LEVEL E X C m g Q g f
tfjssrdl was rfos s^sIjl^KiieKstiisii ilaiE^luiiig^d, AND 1&s framd
degcaitdiEsg, J I 0 T flat), :i£ is a. Level t&cusptiim g r ^ k
t h e ipssttans a s m& nasi sidss and en your |ofewiig wii help you
iHe&s am &&el eseaeggcre staphs:

s-ass
(U?<«£ is ^feimrii tf^oi is #J e sasisft}
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Step 4: Make a Decision
1}

I'NO

a NiO 3TKW1H W i 11 (011!

Inssd Ilia xwm in bassine and Ji
k ^ * 'li'to
N u SUo.amwur^ESisHia
8So.ami»ar,»ES(»<a>b
$} Was tr@^d asKefiiung or ^ascending in fc
^«tl
frits

» No, OJHWSB VES is W b

®a?^l£^:pfta^ltoa*Hitr«* graph, dceatl V
as ara part at lira aatmi tiara $flhV
l> No K No, amw»r WS m (p) b
It YfiS In 1 2 , 3 , M

4 , answer MO fct jo) be»w.

( i ) . Did betisvtar chang» I r c m

¥es|(to)

Step 4: Mak& a Decision

V-fety I

« - I

2

.»

4

(T). V«y

we-- sm vsty t&mt&esig Jhsl hctmv»e cad not. change Sewatisa
w m & & «tfi?y titrnsfiKcn: iiss£ sfesKSgjsd and lius ternd .was sfee.
same, BO N » as km*H gwseptitHi graph.

Lot's do one more,
M m % mar gtaph:

Step 1: Level
Btrngfims: WlsiS is lite IIMSU b w l t .

&5

Step 1: Level

Step 1: Level

is ttie level (y-<ax» value) of the data push as
Treatment difeent tfcsmtaBaseline1? Yes f No

Tifeatefflg&i-: W t a es $\w micm* k w t ? , J | J L

f6.

_

a*«*s*

imtsw*!

.

Baseline: y-axi$ value » §.5
Treatment: y-axis value = 5-5

>, they are the same.

Step 2; Trend

Step 2: Trend

Is its! trainl sfajeyjar, flatter^ attwf$fx?r .s&wper ni^/li&fcr iis
f t e f ^ g i t Wfcsfl

e »ae-st?

is the #»clfc*3 stf lh©team! in ttesalment ditiere^ s t a $t i s s a e i r ^ f Tr«s ( H o )

Step 3: Variability

1fe« Imn.d ;k tlai In tftslft IrastoiMHti anil In baaefem.

Step 3: Variability

Si&#B&?: BfiW 3&r#8?*^ fr-jswi -y£«f aiisgifi^ SMiinE Saw sac m&£ air
"the -i&a £&#?£?
"Visafy susses— i

£

(~J) - varj 1 r»f

1st

is i&e var&idfeiy in :?raatriHml dfgtanmt: mm fa -Bi&smx? Y*s Qju)1

Step 4: Make a Decision

Step 4: Make a Decision

Carapare lha k&t few [ssireis sti te&dme t« the liTst l W prai&is ^
tH&ilmKBk Was Slim* aj* iisiriaedb&s « [ i i u ^ ia Emd Wwcesi
irtabBly change*

1*:;
N», tf»tevelis approxiriately the same.

Step 4: Make a Decision

Let's try a few more examples without
fdliwincf the job-aid steps:
• Does this graph ctereion$tr#0 a
treatment effect?

t wm- v&u is }

Very

2

3

4

@-Ver>"

W# « very eastidefli lhaf Wsavtor did noi
change because none of the tlirisnsitsns
(level,taand,variably) etanpd.

Does this graph demonsf ate a
treatment effect?

1 a '"

^

I:

Does this graph demonstrate a
treatment effect?
^

I**>
* • > • * • *

..V*',,-

1

X v.
_

Does this graph demonstrate a
treatment effect? For which
treatment?

Does this graph demonstrate a
treatment effect? For which
treatment?

r*^^"
^<^P

/

s

yr

x£*?'
'i ss -a u «• i*

Graphing in Excef: Reversal Design
worksheet and enter
yours

- To get Baal to leave spaosa at phB3» changes
data, for dtfsrent phases: m dlfi'srsftt oatamns
2. HkjiilyM your data, Uses click en the d i a l !

button (tote Ike a bw §rap?s} -—•—

Graphing in Excel: Reversal Design
3. A chart wizard window rwill pop up - select line
" ;
graph and click next.
•-

;

•"*
-•• .
<*

4 Excel will ask you to eo-nfrm thai your
series' are in columns • click: fiext.

Graphing in Excel; Reversal Design
5. Excel will the«
. # «-'"™'/'',.'' .
allow youtodo
-• - ^Msif,-'
some- formattfog:
*&f*~s~

Enter tifea tor she x-a:<B and y-8>a£
Us&f me 'Gridlinei* tab, deselect "Major Sndlinss'
UnsSaf • the "Lsgend'tea,deselect 'Show Lsgend"
Click next, and 1he« teiaft, aid your grapn uA appear in
the worksheet window.

Graphing in Excef: Reversal Design

Graphing iff Exoef: Reversal Design

When it itrsi spears, your graptt willtookWfee
this:

ft. Formating:
a. Uamys»jr mouse:to 1he grayTpiotarea*smrcundlrtgi
She data pash. feigM efck artea and ctasse frsnisat plat
asea* tram she menu ihst appears,
b, ttoiSer "Sarder* and "Ares* seieet "sene" and click OK.

Ym w i need to do s o « * mare fotmatfing to make
the gtaph look professtorval.

Graphing in Excel: Reversal Design
6. F ofinaWng:
d SgM eft* once cayour data, path awd safest "Format
data ssr»s.' Changs f » tea color, and datapsW
Jorr-ground and taSgroBtsi eslar So btac*. Charsje the
marter style toft«- She samaforthe astira data path
aarass &li phases.
Year pajsh shssAf now Seek like ttiis:

a. Right diet onae « t » y-a*te and select 'Format asis."
Choose »# "S-isis* Sas afsd: type In the maximum value
you want p u r y-axis to haw where Is says *ta*lrauirm*"
and slick OK.

Graphing in Excei: Reversal Design
& Formating:
ft. Add pftase change lines using * e "line"' button on t i e
drartig toolbar-a looks literals: .
t. Ada prase labels B3iag tie "teat box' baton on the
drawing toolbar -15 looks like this: «
YourUnshed graph should M * look; BtelhlE

1*1
I"!

iraphing in Excel- Attematinp Treatments
1. Open a r t s * Exeat
worksheet ami enter
yew data:
<!

- Ths two baseline data pslhs will m entered into
octenrss A3. S, a n d f » 1*3 treaSrrej* state paths villi
teeentarati IntosotareinaCiD
- Leave empty oells so that i t e data faints dispJay t r *
altewiaScsB between confliliorta
2 - 6 - Same as instrusefcns tor re^srsai design

G r a p h i n g in E x c e l : A l t e r n a t i n g T r e a t m e n t s
More Formatting:
- Connect data (seta across the empty ceils afters
there Is no data:
1 Ciciianasgrapn
2. ¥stm She t a d s * menu, select '001*208*
3. from the "Active Gharf mem,
select Interpolated" u n t o ttw
"Wot Empty Cells As" area.
4. eiek OK

srapliing in Excel: Alternating Treatments
' Mere Formatting:
- Use one stySe of stelaraartcertor ore condition,
•ami anolhei * x the oilier eorsdifas {Right dick OR
data pat), select 'Format Data Series)

araphing in Excel: Alternating Treatments
< Once you've done all the formatting;,
your graph Should look like this:

* MaMrcg mi» iife«J &i and) Sss atiier **qmtf w i tresifc©the
&wa [iala p a ^ s tsss% riiscuhanaiaa {"span* w S M B
backgrosarei}

- Indicate wftHs dsta path corresponds * eseh
condition w i g text boxes, and lines with arrows
OR the. end (doutoie-citt as line, select arrow end-

p r a p h i n g in E x c e l : Multiple B a s e l i n e
1. Open a new Exmt wo»fc$rsesJ- and enter p u r data
Enter s8 data lor the tcp panel first,fliers{he datetorfte
ssoortd panel.
HMHJ

i-

Graphing in Excel: Multiple Baseline
• Onca you have done that, \/wt graph
will look lik$ this:

r.s?

**.r<iry

"*-^»~

%•>"

! • &± Felfow she eauae astasmaettonsfor
rewetsai design graph, except:
* Us# only the data tor fte tap panel
*DoiwtarJda>ii8flH«

Graphing in Excel: Multiple Baseline
the easiest w y to emsw© that t»rftflesientparaete are
esjutatent istocreate artei, oopy and pasSe 3, then
change ths date in the second panes
- SslecS tits first LBMisitoySfeMng a t it once
- Copy and paste it two Ste dosumant
- Oleic ar»e on the derta series for 1he second parri
- Changs she data sMttg {at She tip or your scresn] to
rafect the new rsnge of data

• Voui need to do t l *torShe baseline and treatment
data paths

Graphing in Excel: Multiple Baseline
Drag me second panel Into vertical alignment
with itie top parsei
ftemava tick mark labels item every partei
exoapt Hue bottom one.*
- Double disk on the relevant x-axts
- A formattirvg window will pop lip
- iteder 1he •fafiems* merai, sefect **Ior»* for "Tick
Mat* Labels'
-CftekOK

Graphing In Exoei; Multiple Baseline

Graphing in Excel.: Multiple Baseline
• Ones you haw dotis t h & your praph will look.

Add x<exis ami y-axtetebefeusing next hq*a§
- To change She allgrsmeret o) the y-axistassel,double
cfek cm Use text tot, uodsar the "Alignment* menu,
select ilia vertical, dght-tacs a:\eitaMcm, cfck OK

J=i!.

Usa the I I M tool to draw phase diartg$ lines.

Add p t o a labels, and tatefe to #ach panel
using text boxes

1=3

General Tips & Recommendations:
* Formatting Guidelines:
- Tfe# ratio erf t i t tength of U» y-axteK-axte
stauld b» 2 5 or 3:4 {Jo avoidtaBaUtofior
ctettaiion of data)

General Tips & Recommendations:
* Formatting Guidelines:
i presatititig: multiple graphs within an
, for rtwMpfe participants - DO NOT
equaiizs the y-awss
• Wadanotmal
' However, Kennedy (1538) i
it© slow *» mere
3 - so be cswta> ween
drawing yew ooncSustans about the size of the

Genera! Tips & Recommendations:

Any questions?

To Erewe a graph nested to Brest Srjflo a word docaraanJ:

Readingsforthis Module:

1. Seleci all components of the graph (Is., graph, phaas
change lines, text boxes}.
2. Cftsk on tts^Draw* itetaton so ' t o drasrtsgtoetbw,K teote
liltelhte HSt"

'Cooper, Heron, & H&wsrdl £2007)
*Gh. 6: Coristpjctlng and Interpreting Graphic Displays
cl Sehavlora! Date

3. Clfctc on "Group" - this will group all ol Ins components
Into arte otfsct to sut and paste.
4. Select Sse nawty grouped sfejeei, then cfek on "Edit* then
"Copy*
5. In Word, ciek on 'Edit,* "Pasta Spectei* s u n paste as a
pfctare atrsd your graph wit stow up

• Carr & SuficheMs* (1S58) Creating stngle-aubje-i!
design graphs witi Microsoft i*eeJ, J ^ a < 34,2*5-251.
Hgrsore thetastrucfioiftsabout: rasing the zero on the
y-axls!
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Appendix Q
Module 5 Homework Assignment
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Part 1: Graphing
• For each of the three data sets provided below, create a graph using Excel. Be
sure to include the following components:
o Accurate data (matches data provided)
o Axis labels
o Phase change lines
o Phase titles (e.g., Baseline, Treatment)
o Condition/data path labels (e.g., Treatment 1), for ATD graph
o Arrows for condition labels, for ATD graph
o Panel labels for multiple baseline graph
• Also be sure to do the following formatting:
o No shading or borders
o Black and white data paths & markers
o Consistent data markers throughout graph
• Once you have created your graphs, copy and paste them into a new word
document as a picture. Use one word document for all three graphs. Please
make the graphs fill at least half of the page in the word document so they will
be large enough to view and score.
ABAB
•
•
•

Reversal Design
x-axis = Sessions
y-axis = Responses per Minute
Data:
o First baseline phase: 4, 5, 4, 2, 4, 6, 7
o First intervention phase: 10, 12, 14, 11, 10, 16, 15
o Second baseline phase: 4, 2, 1, 3, 4, 2
o Second intervention phase: 7, 5, 8, 10, 16

Alternating Treatments Design
• x-axis = Sessions
• y-axis = Responses per Minute
• Data
o Baseline: 7, 5, 4, 8, 4, 5, 7
o Alternating Treatments phase:
• Treatment 1: 7, 6, 4, 3, 7, 5, 8
• Treatment 2: 16, 14, 15, 20, 13, 14, 16
Multiple Baseline Design
• x-axis = Sessions
• y-axis = Responses per Minute
• Data
o Behavior 1 Baseline: 4, 5, 1, 4, 2, 5, 3
o Behavior 1 Intervention: 0, 1, 0, 1, 2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 1, 0, 3, 0
o Behavior 2 Baseline: 4, 8, 4, 6, 8, 7, 5, 8, 5, 8, 9, 7, 5
o Behavior 2 Intervention: 1, 2, 2, 3, 2, 0

Part 2: Visual Inspection
• For each of the following graphs, indicate whether a treatment effect is
demonstrated.
• Also indicate which of the three aspects of the data changed from baseline to
intervention phases.
Baseline

j»

Baseline

Treatment

Treatment

70

10 -|
0
1 2

3

4

5

6

3

7

10 11
Session

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Is a treatment effect demonstrated in the graph above? O Yes \Z\ No
Which of the following aspects of the data changed between baseline and
intervention phases? Check all that apply.
I I Level CD Trend
[^Variability
100

Baseline

Treatment

Baseline

90
80
70

|

so H

•t

40
30
20
10 H
0
8

9 10
Session

11

12

13

14

15

16 17

Is a treatment effect demonstrated in the graph above? O Yes O No
Which of the following aspects of the data changed between baseline and
intervention phases? Check all that apply.
I I Level [U Trend
I IVariability

Baseline

Treatment

Baseline

Treatment

I-

}:
°- 20
10
0
8

9
10
Session

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Is a treatment effect demonstrated in the graph above? QYes Q No
Which of the following aspects of the data changed between baseline and
intervention phases? Check all that apply.
I I Level CH Trend
I IVariability

Treatment

80
70

t

Treatment 2

Treatment 1

1 2

3

4

5

5

7

9

10 11
Session

12

13

14

15

15

17

18

19

Is a treatment effect demonstrated for Treatment 1 in the graph above? Q Yes I I
No
Which of the following aspects of the data changed between baseline and
intervention phases for Treatment 1? Check all that apply.
O Level [U Trend
[^Variability
Is a treatment effect demonstrated for Treatment 2 in the graph above? O Yes

• No

Which of the following aspects of the data changed between baseline and
intervention phases for Treatment 2? Check all that apply
I I Level
Q Trend
I I Variability
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Appendix R
Module 6 Test Questions
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1. List two benefits of the research review process - one for participants and one for
researchers.
2. Ethical research with human participants requires a balance between the
and
of participation.
3. True or False: (Circle one) Your plans for recruiting participants for research and
recruitment materials must be approved by the committee reviewing your research
protocol.
4. When a child participating in your research is also a client receiving clinical services,
it is important to ensure that their time spent in research sessions does not

5. When the participants of your research are children, the parent or guardian must
provide
and the child must provide
to participate.
6. It is the responsibility of
to ensure that all research
procedures are understandable by potential participants when obtaining consent or
assent.
7. True or False: (Circle one) Changes to a research protocol that do not affect the risks
to participants need not be submitted and approved by the review committee.
8. When conducting research with clients receiving clinical services, research data must
be stored separately from
.
9. List 3 of the 5 types of scientific misconduct relevant to research.
10. In order to maintain confidentiality,

should be used instead

of names or initials to refer to participants in conference presentations or publications.

11. It is important to explain to parents that their decision to decline participation in
research will not affect the services their child receives, so that no
is involved in the informed consent process.
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12. During the course of providing clinical services to a client, you realize you now
have some interesting data that you would like to present at a conference. You will not
use the client's real name or other identifying information in the presentation, so that
confidentiality is maintained. Do you need to obtain consent from the parents of this
client before presenting the data?
A. No
B. Yes

13. True or False: (Circle one) If you are conducting research within an organization
that does not have an internal research review committee, you do not need to worry
about adhering to the ethical guidelines for behavior analysts.

14. List two of the situations in which a child's participation in a research project should
be terminated.
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Appendix S
Module 6 PowerPoint Presentation

Module 6:
Ethics & Informed Consent

Supplemental materials:
~ Approwd application & protocoltora study
(ram WMU
~ Your applicationtorKlnartc imgy differ
somewhat, but the content will t » basically

James Carr
Lhds LeHanc

Suppterftentgj reading:
-Cooper, Heron & Howard {2007J -Ch. 29
"•"Ethical Considerationstorspited Behavior
Analysts"ftp.WBS781

teras Mfchigpft UMwalty

History of the Ethics Cod©

What are ethics?

* APA developed a code following
increased public visibility after WWII

* Ethics * princites of conduct
* Research ethics • principles of conduct
with respect to conducing research wits
humans, confidentiality, presenting
restate, etc.
- NOTE: These principles are importer* even
If you want piMsrt or present per data

BACB develop its own code in 2004
- ParMly motivated by critical tnci&rtts
lavdvlngfifoaabuse of iiidividuais wffli
developmental disabilities a me recognized
inadequacy of the APA code

=

'If,,

Core Ethical Principles for Behavior
Analysts:
1. Oo no harm
.2. Hespact atfonoffly
* Promote lndep«fe«ce or selfsufficiency
3. Senefit others
4. Be just
' Geliteft Hole

Cora Ethical Principles for Behavior
Analysts:
5. Be truthful
6. Accord dignity & respect
7. Treat others w/fth caring &
8. Pyrsue excellence
9. Accept responsiblty
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Benefits of t i e Review Process

Cone Ethical Principles of Research:
• Design, conduct, and report research "m
acoartlance with recognized standards of
selenifie eernpeteisee ami «ttfcal research.

* Protect research participants from
unethical treatment, establish the trust
of potential research participants

• Conduct research with iwmatt and non-btjmari
[Mrlielpafsts aceijfdittcj fo the proposal approved

by Hie local beman research cfflnmtttee g ^
Ifissiluiional Review Board- TJ» liRE rsqarwnait does not apsl'/ In Canada, but
irseae principles are still relevant Many orgartzatior»
* t l sSiiiten®some type of rssaarehreviewcemnrMss.

Requirements for Ethical Human Researci

Balance between risks and benefits
Independent eAIcal review
Informed Consent
Valid methodology Idisclptae specific}
Valid aftd imporfartt research quesion
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Plan lor obtaining informed earisent
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- Forms> scripts, plans for mmnt f em chlW
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/Vhat is included in an review applicatioti?
SyrtMTiary of ;p«iipo$e #f §St»dy
Wats SOT neceutaneM
- Ryas andfcr seApis
Plan to obtairyng hlor««ied eerewt
- Fortns, scripts, plan« faf assent from child
Pia« to rfata collection, storage an«tvtis
Daacflpsion of risks & ways risks will be
miiiimiieti
PJan to pre<«jt p Iwacy & conlWeniaJiey
list ot pMenUai ijenefite So pariiclpEmis & feid

informed Consent Process
• Potential participants learn about project
potential risks and benefits, and
procedure* to protect their safety and
privacy
• Provides potential participants an
opportunity to mk questions
• This process is ALWAYS required!

What is covered in aft informed
consent document'?
« Morrt* participants they ana frettoparticipate,
decine, or wtthdraw
' Spain ihaforeseeableconsequences of
tfeciWng « wtthdrawSrif
• Wejw partleipsHte of facts that may IntyerKS
ttissir willingness to consent (i.e., risks.
discomfort, (ImltatlwHS on ecinfdenitafty)
I feiiiif # t w jwr i l fa t i #|,fefialm priipifr s t i b s
«§fc*sl|ill ml Bite ^ « « p r w h i i i f p r f s i i l f iW i t

What is covered in art informed
consent document?
• A descriptor* offeere§«eih process, Including
fteflm©commitmentforpariWpaiton
-

**• A c M ^ t t a i a in r e s e a t sassiest must riot
adsBrssly arises ctaieai services.^

lisiBS m l i f wffll'i»ii! itU kits, w M i^tfetestag
rEWisI is, Ite iareJi sis,to»,witeVHJwistoprdii's ifW
ipffilsaia is BIS 13«i!| opniiife.

When seeking informed consent,
ensure:
* The participant: has the legas and mental
capacity to give consent
-T^Ptesiy a pare«t^a»(iantoryour research
» The participant has ample opporfyntty to
consider participating
* The possiialty of coercion or undue
influencefemMffifeed
- Clinical $ersfees will not be adversely allected
il they decline parfeipata

W p Safe i s .

When seeking informed consent,
ensure:
* The language of your description & the
informed consent document is
understandable
- in p«e?rt« writs atftereading level of a 12
yea«M
* The participant understate the entire
research process
- flowcharts or tiagranis nay be ihelpM

Special Consent Issues
Conducting Research with Clients:
« A ehiisfg toe In resetrsts sessfons rmi$t: rsot
adversely affect ciMeaf servieeisii
- GMeal services wis not b# adtoweiy affected If
s fiteing the QO*SSBM process. parents may experience coercion since Ihe* «iid is
already receiving sesrafces
» I t is feally OKtaryoutosay as. it wonl attest your
chad's services in any way '

-fte§earehdata mast be storect separately torn
einkjaJ data.

Specfal Consent Issues:
• Assent erf children should be documented
- :feBc* a sculpt, to obtain assent Iraniftechild
~Parent4guar<l3fl sfteuW observe this » d sign
a tarn tc< conirra assent mm <jM« by their
cfeld
—Discontinue research if Uw penso« gives cleat
Sips of unwillingness to continue paMicipaliori
' termination criteris srwJd bs specified in your

Researcher Responsibilities:
• Conduct research acoorrjrg to an approved
protocol
- Any Gtespt must be submitted to Hie
eertwiitteeforreview
—Do not Intttete changes without revfew &
approval, except when necessary to
immediate harm to participants
—Report any urteapected hefdents sr »lste

Scientific Misconduct - what Is ft?
* Fafeiicatten of data
• Fabrication of data
• Dishonest reporting of results- Selective reporting of data
* Plagiarism — use of another's ideas,
results,: concepts, without credit
* Improper authorship
- Give credit when due, distsuss this before
beginrnng: research arid revise 1 needed

Remember!
The consent process includes
recruitment AND comprehension when
obtaining Informed consent
- Recruitrsiijiu procedures arid materials
must be approved by the review committee
- Consent la r«ot valid unfes the c
• It is yourresponsibilitytomate the proeew
understandable

Researcher Responsibilities:
Ensure participants understand the nature
of the research & their participation
Provide- a copy of the approved consent
document to each participant
Retain signed consent forms & data tor 3
years
- Your review comsnilt&e will iitely have rules for
how these documents m&L be stared

identic iVHseonduet - Recommendations
* Never fa.brteat© or fairly data
* Never discard data from a report
{unless you have specified criteria to do
so before beginning research, as with
low IOA)
* Keep did data

Example - Has an etfiic&i violation been
toed?

Using Confidential IntomsiEOn for
Instructional Purposes;

' 1he fenffiy o1 eitefits is pretested {i.e.,ftiewnames are not
used), is it acceptable toj

• When writing articles or preeening
research at a conterenee, do not disclose
confidential or personally identilabJe inio
concerning your participants or clients
unless the person has consented in
writing
* Use pseudonyms

Future Use of Data:

Post-hoc Permission to Use Data

Worm participants of any arfdpated future «se
oi fee data (conference presentations,
fXjbllcailQrt) arid explain how confidentiality wtti
m maintained
If pho«o& o* video dps will bs used, a consent
form for trite must be appwwedtoythe review
committee and sloped b y * e participant

* Inform parteipiants of how the data will
be used (conference presentations,
publication) end explain how
confidentially w i be maintained
« A consent document covering this Into
mm. be suited before the data can be
«eed

Deception in Research:
•

Do net conduct e study invoMngi decepita
unless h is justified based an m& potaiW
sciertiilie or aspplfed value of tie stutfy. and
alb^raiaiiy© procedtircee wJth«jt deeepiofi we not
Debriefing msy be necessary after

NEVER deceive: partleiperttf aboutfestersth$t
would afleet their willingness ta participate {a.gk
physical risks, dSscomtoft}

Any Questions?
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Appendix T
Module 6 Homework Assignment
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Imagine you are conducted a study on the acquisition of tact responses for 2d and 3d
objects. Please develop an appropriate informed consent document for this study. Feel
free to reference the supplemental materials provided during the lecture for this module
as an example.
Adhere to the following guidelines:
• Language in the form of an invitation to participate AND at a reading level
appropriate for the participants (At a reading level appropriate for a 12 year-old)
• Do not include phrases like "I am aware" or "I understand" anywhere in the
document.
• Do not include language that would absolve the researcher of responsibility for
negligence
Include the following components:
• A header that includes the name of the organization, principal investigator, and
title of the study.
• The nature, purpose, and duration of the study
• Procedures to be employed in the research; exactly what the participant is
expected to do
• Risks (hazards, inconveniences, discomforts) the participant may undergo, so far
as they are known, and how any risks will be minimized
• Benefits to the subject (and to the general subject population)
• How confidentiality will be maintained and any limits to confidentiality
• Statement that the participant can refuse to participate; stop participating at any
time; or refuse to answer any question without prejudice, penalty, or risk of any
loss of service he/she would otherwise have
• The researchers' names and telephone numbers (a fake one is fine) as well as the
following statement: "You may also contact the Human Subjects Institutional
Review Board (XXX-XXXX) if questions or problems arise during the course of
the study. "
• A place for date and signature of participant and a witness line, if required (e.g.,
with subjects who are not legally competent); a place for date and signature of
translator, if applicable; a place for date and signature (or initials) of individual
obtaining the consent, if applicable
• The following statement must be included in all consents: "This consent
document has been approved for use for one year by the Human Subjects
Institutional Review Board (HSIRB) as indicated by the stamped date and
signature of the board chair in the upper right corner. Do not participate in this
study if the stamped date is older than one year. "
• Since there is the possibility of accidental physical injury, include the statement:
"As in all research, there may be unforeseen risks to the participant. If an
accidental injury occurs, appropriate emergency measures will be taken;
however, no compensation or additional treatment will be made available to you
except as otherwise stated in this consent form. "
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•

•
•

Since the research is therapeutically related, disclose alternate procedures the
subject might choose. For example, the child would still receive appropriate
language training even if the parent declines to participate.
Circumstances under which the researcher may terminate the participant's participation
Consequences of the participant's withdrawal from the study

Also, develop a document to be used in obtaining child assent. Include the following
components: • A description of the procedure the researcher will follow when obtaining assent.
••• A list of potential indicators of assent.
• A place to indicate whether assent was given.
• A place for the parent/guardian to sign and date the document confirming that
assent was provided.
• A place for the researcher to sign and date the document.
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Appendix U
Module 7 PowerPoint Presentation

Pgtpo$$$ of thfe yodute:

Module 7:
Implementing a Research
Protocol

Purpose of this Lecture:
* Supply you with a written protocol
* Present and discuss each section of the
protocol, discussing the relevant
research behaviors for each step

Sample Protocol: Tact Training
« Yau have been prwttted urtih « act training
research protocoltoconduct wiiii 6na of your
clients
» The protocol is orpited into the following
sections.
- Pu rprase
- Tetnrtnatlon Criteria
- Design
- Phase Changes
- Target Behaviors
- Data GofesUon
- Materials
- Graphhg
- Procedure

* To provide instructions en running research
sessions according to a written protocol
* To provide an opportunity for you to
practice implementing m erasing research
protocol
- Mole:: The next and itoal module will cover fee
devefapraerrt ofresearchprotocolsftsrspeelite
experimental iqpestlores

Research Protocol vs. Teaching Program
• In general, research protocols are more
specific an include information a
teaching program may not:
- Research feign
- Veryrtelalfedprocedural jusiruclkjrss
- Instructions fa data ceilection hi adtlttan to
Ma m cNld befearfer |e.g., IOA}

Your Participant:
• Select a child for whom tact training s$ a
. ethically relevant s k i
-CWW ean have some tact responses
already in hlsJtaar repertoire
-ChlM should not bs such an advanced
tenet that new tact responses are
acquired In snfy a tew trials
• Parental consent is rsot needed for this
project as long as i is reasonable tor
your client to acquire additional tacts

The following steps should occur
(before beginning research sessions:
#2: Prepare all materiais that will be
recjutreclfQr sessions

The following steps should occur
before beginning research sessions:
# 1 : Read through the entire protocol and
ask for .any clarification m%<S%d.

• TeaeWrtg materials
« Data $teeis frnike copies) & pens

* Let's do that right now for th# tact
tfaMrig protocol

• Identity a« atea In which to conduct sessions
- a..g:, ctiild appropriate (site & cftairs, Use tan
disiraetais

« Programmes) consequences • preferred
edibleaniaigibles (catsduct prsfetence
issesgrneiiis M e r e sessiw}

The following steps should occur
before beginning research sessions:

Sample Data Worksheet (Excel)
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#3: Prepare an ExctI fil$ for data
• Organize the spreadsheet tor sarpt
behaviors, IOA, md procedural hiiepiiy data
* Let's losk at some examples. ( T h w a t e
appear In fie^SHibiTifetfori Materi&lg* seeioft
of the protocol).
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The following steps should occur
before beginning research sessions:
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#3: Prtpare an E*c«i fiiatordata
• Qrgantas the spreadsheet lor target
behaviors, IOA. a«d procedural integrity data
• Plan ahead as to how yog Milt graph date as
you go (by hand or in Excel) so you can
quickly snake data-based pSiase-chajige
deeisiarss

The following steps should occur
before beginning research sessions:
#4; Assign tasks to group members
• Who urfl seme $s she therapist?
•TO»o«ii collect primary target behavior dai&
IOA data, proceduralfategr%data, asd IOA on
Urocadural Integrity data?
• Lsi'i work this ml te o»e poop right new.
Vfetfld a group Mke t» volunteer?
» Rgsmsrabertoeonsfcter logteiet (a,g.< yon »dii « t be
videotsptog ssssicms, so tie passn ooflecling IOA data
must be preset jar seme proportion! of ssssiorsj.

1 Sample Schedule for Data Collection:
l-j> la J
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#5: Schedule sessions & data, collection
• Schedule reseiSjcli «stass so thai ttwy do
not biterfene witri your client's daily teaching
• Plan ahead wfiti respect 10 the sesstoas
during which IOA and praeeduta} integrity
data will be coife'itad, so you measure these
during an appropriate poreastage c$ ®mkm&
- Lets lods at a sample ssctiedufe llluaMfeg ttos
disWbuien of iOA and Pi: cRseJts

Tips for Success:
» Practice running sessions and collecting
data wfth each after before starting
sessions with your client
* Refer to materials from previous modules

e§ needed

-

''"•

The following steps should occur
before beginning research sessions:

- M2: Gddelwt for IQA & Procedural Integrity
- M4: Info atatrayfflpfebasaime design
- MS: instructionsforgraphing & visual

*!»

Si
1C

u

• • • ' - ' •

•

—'

Tips for Success:
* Have the protocol readily available
before and during sessions $0 you can
refer to It if you have any questions.
« Update your graph after each session this wSl help yoy make defa-based
decisions:
- When ears we start tie leaefttag phase for
fieliret target?
- How tog should we stay in baseline for the
second target?

-.

Dealing wifh Errors During Sessions:
* Try to prevent errors by being familiar with
procedures, practicing beforehand, etc.,
but some errors are bound to occur
* One reason we measure procedural
integrity is to keep tabs on these errors
* Most minor errors Will not drgslieaMy affect
the validity of the data, but some errors
can be fatal, such that a data set must be
discarded

Dealing with Errors During Sessions:
* If art error occurs that mates a causal
statement about the effect* Of the IV on the
DV questionable
« Or if the number of errors commiEed with a
single participant accumulates to an
unacceptable levei
* The data set may need to be discarded
- The specMcfc wll <teper«$ enfteresearch
quBsiiat and procedures

Dealing with Errors During Sessions:
• Can set criteria before beginning research
about when data will be discarded, for
example:
- If lOA lor a 0m sassta is lower than 50%
- It procedural Integrity <ia!a aretews*than 80%
We won't be usirig such criteria for this
project as we want to see all of your data

Tips for Future Research Projects:
• When beginning a new research project,
run a pilot participant to test out your
procedures arid make any nece$sary
change*
Respect the sanctity of the research
protocol - charges should not be made on
the fly, but only after the current pha$e
has been run to stability

Any Questions?
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Appendix V
Module 7 Homework Assignment
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Sample Research Protocol: Tact Training

Purpose: To teach a single participant a pair of new tact responses (verbal responses in
the presence of non-verbal stimuli) while practicing the implementation of all aspects of
a single-case design research protocol.
Design: A multiple-baseline design across behaviors will be used. For the purposes of
this assignment, the A phase will be a baseline phase in which the participant's existing
tact responses will be evaluated, and the B phase will be a teaching phase in which a
new tact response from a single program area will be taught.
• The first and second target responses will be taught in different research sessions
(i.e., blocks of 10 tact-training trials).
•

The independent variable (tact training) will be applied to one target first, while
the other target remains in baseline.

•

The independent variable will be applied to the second target'in a staggered
fashion.

Target Behaviors: Please select ONE of the following program areas to teach your
participant based on the child's individual level of functioning, so that the targets being
taught represent clinically appropriate skills. If none of the program areas are relevant
for the child you will be working with, please contact Jessa as soon as possible via
email so that a new program area can be selected. If a program area is appropriate for
the child you will be working with, but the specific targets are not, feel free to select
two different targets to teach within the program area. Be sure that it is clear which two
targets were taught.
1. Basic shapes from picture cards: Upon presentation of an index card with a basic
shape on it and the verbal stimulus "What shape is this?" the child will
independently and correctly tact (vocally or with sign language) the shape
presented within 5 seconds. For a child's response to be considered correct and
independent, it must occur without any therapist prompts, and must be
recognizable to the therapist as the correct word or sign in terms of articulation
or fine motor movement.
a. Targets: circle, square
2. Common foods from pictures: Upon presentation of a photograph of a common
food item and the verbal stimulus "What is this?/What is this called?/What food
is this?" the child will independently and correctly tact (vocally or with sign
language) the food presented within 5 seconds. For a child's response to be
considered correct and independent, it must occur without any therapist prompts,
and must be recognizable to the therapist as the correct word or sign in terms of
articulation or fine motor movement. NOTE - be sure not to use apple or
crackers as a reward for independent responses if teaching these targets.
a. Targets: apple, cracker
3. Body parts from a live person: When the therapist points to a body part on
herself/himself and presents the verbal stimulus "What is this?/What is this
called?/What body part is this?" the child will independently and correctly tact
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(vocally) the body part presented within 5 seconds. For a child's response to be
considered correct and independent, it must occur without any therapist prompts,
and must be recognizable to the therapist as the correct word in terms of
articulation.
a. Targets: eyes, nose
4. Actions from a live person: When the therapist models an action and presents
the verbal stimulus "What am I doing?" the child will independently and
correctly tact (vocally) the action presented within 5 seconds. For a child's
response to be considered correct and independent, it must occur without any
therapist prompts, and must be recognizable to the therapist as the correct word
in terms of articulation.
a. Targets: clapping, waving
5. Emotions from pictures: Upon presentation of an index card with a picture of a
human face displaying the relevant emotion, and the verbal stimulus "How does
he/she feel?" the child will independently and correctly tact (vocally or with sign
language) the emotion presented within 5 seconds. For a child's response to be
considered correct and independent, it must occur without any therapist prompts,
and must be recognizable to the therapist as the correct word or sign in terms of
articulation or fine motor movement.
a. Targets: happy, sad
Materials: Based on the specific program area that you select, you will need to prepare
the following materials before beginning to run sessions:
1. Basic shapes from picture cards: Two equal sized white index cards, each with
one shape (circle, square) drawn on it with black marker. The shapes should be
approximately equal in size.
2. Common foods from pictures: Two equal sized white index cards, each with a
photograph of one food item (apple, cracker) glued on. The photographs should
be clear pictures in which the food item takes up the majority of the picture and
there are no distracter items present in the picture.
3. Body parts from a live person: None.
4. Actions from a live person: None.
5. Emotions from pictures: Two equal sized white index cards, each with a
photograph of a human face displaying one emotion (happy, sad). The
photographs should be clear pictures in which the face takes up the majority of
the picture, and the same person's face should be used for all three pictures.
In addition to the program materials, you will need data sheets (see attached), a pencil, a
work area with a table and chairs, and preferred edibles or tangibles to provide as
rewards for correct responses. Use the same work area for each session.
Procedure:
Pre-Baseline Assessment: Conduct a brief assessment to determine if the tact responses
you will be teaching are in your participant's repertoire.
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•

Present the verbal instruction & visual stimulus (e.g., picture card, in vivo
model) relevant to the target response and allow the child 5 seconds to respond.

•

Do not provide any consequences for any response from the child.

•

Conduct two trials of the pre-baseline assessment for each teaching target before
beginning baseline.

•

If the child does not respond correctly on either trial for a given target, you may
proceed to the baseline phase.

•

If the child does respond correctly on any pre-baseline assessment trials, you
will need to select a new target response and conduct another assessment for that
response.

Baseline:
• Present the verbal instruction & visual stimulus (e.g., picture card, in vivo
model) relevant to the target response and allow the child 5 seconds to respond.
•

Do not provide any consequences for any response from the child.

•

Intersperse these trials with trials for other mastered skills after every 1-2 tact
trials (i.e., no more than two tact trials should be conducted before implementing
an interspersal trial).

•

o

Correct responses on interspersal trials for mastered skills should receive
only verbal praise.

o

Data will not be collected on the interspersal trials.

If your participant acquires the target response during baseline, discontinue that
target and begin again with a new target (Contact Jessa at
ceapresearchtraining@gmail.com if this occurs and you are concerned about
completing the project on time).

Tact Training:
• Before each training session (i.e., block of 10 tact-training trials), conduct a brief
preference assessment to identify the rewards to use during that session.
o

Identify three preferred edibles OR three preferred tangibles for your
participant, based on your experience with him/her.

o

Present the three items to the child, all approximately equal distance
away.

o

Prompt the child to look at all three items presented, and then ask the
child the pick one.

o

The first item the child selects AND consumes (i.e., eats or interacts
with) should be used as the reward for independent responses during the
subsequent session.
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Present the verbal instruction & visual stimulus (e.g., picture card, in vivo
model) relevant to the target response and allow the child 5 seconds to respond.
o

If the participant responds correctly within the 5 seconds, provide 15
seconds of access to a preferred items as well as verbal praise (i.e.,
"Good job, that's right!"). This trial should be scored as "I" for
independent.

o

If no response is made in the 5 seconds, provide an echoic or physical
prompt for the correct answer. Correct imitation of the prompt will
receive only (relatively non-enthusiastic) verbal praise. This trial should
be scored as "NR" for no response.

o

If the participant responds incorrectly during the 5 seconds, represent the
verbal instruction and visual stimulus with an immediate prompt as an
error correction. Again, correct imitation of the echoic prompt will
receive only verbal praise. This trial should be scored as "E" for error.
(Note - the child's imitation of the error correction prompt should not be
recorded on the datasheet, only the initial error).

Intersperse these trials with trials for other mastered skills after every 1-2 tact
trials (i.e., no more than two tact trials should be conducted before implementing
an interspersal trial).

Trial #
•

o

Correct responses on interspersal trials for mastered skills should receive
only verbal praise.

o

Data will not be collected on the interspersal trials.

o

The table below displays a sample trial order for one 10-trial block:

1

(INT = interspersal trial)
INT [ 3 1 INT | 4 I 5 | 1NTT(> | INT | " ' M

Sjj1

IM

"l(T|

Mastery criteria: 4 consecutive correct and independent responses across 2
sessions. Separate sessions occurring on the same day by at least 15 minutes.

Termination Criteria: If your participant displays undue stress for more than 2
minutes at a level higher than the minor frustration that may be evident during teaching,
terminate the research sessions. If five consecutive sessions are terminated, terminate
the participant's involvement in the project. (Contact Jessa at
ceapresearchtraining@gmail.com if this occurs and you are concerned about completing
the project on time).
Phase Changes:
• A minimum of three data points are required to determine the stability of a data
path. Therefore:
o

At least three data points should be collected during the baseline phase
for the first target before moving to the teaching phase.
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o

At least three additional data points should be collected during the
baseline phase for the second target, before moving to the teaching
phase. In other words, if you have three data points in the baseline phase
for the first target, you'll need at least 6 data points in the baseline phase
for the second target.

Data Collection: Use the attached data sheet to take trial-based data on the relevant
participant response, and 4 therapist behaviors. Participant, IOA, and procedural
integrity data can all be collected using this datasheet. The therapist behaviors that
require measurement include:
• Visual stimulus - did the therapist present the appropriate visual stimulus (i.e.,
flash card or physical demonstration) for the target response?
•

Vocal instruction - did the therapist present the appropriate vocal instruction for
the target response?

•

Prompt - did the therapist provide a prompt, if needed, as specified in the
procedures above? NOTE - A score of "Yes" on this measure does NOT
necessarily mean the therapist provided a prompt, instead it means the therapist
did the correct thing in terms of prompting based on the participant's response.

•

Consequence - did the therapist provide the appropriate consequence, as
specified in the procedures above? NOTE - A score of "Yes" on this means the
therapist provided the correct consequence based on the participant's response.

Graphing: The data should be graphed in a two-panel multiple baseline graph, with the
x-axis representing trials, and the y-axis representing the cumulative number of
independent responses. That is, any trial scored as "Independent" will be displayed as
an increase in the value of the data point in reference to the previous data point. Any
trial scored as "No Response" or "Error" will be displayed as no change in the value of
the data-point in reference to the previous data point (horizontal line). See the singlepanel graph below for an example of what your panels should look like. Please refer to
the materials from Module 5 to ensure that you include all the necessary components in
your graph.
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Submission Materials
• Computer files should be submitted as attachments.
o Excel file with all data (participant, IOA, procedural integrity) and graph
o All data should be organized and clearly labeled, so I will know exactly
which data I am looking at.
o Here is a sample of how I organized the data from a previous study that
also utilized a multiple-baseline design in which data were presented as
the cumulative number of correct responses. Data for the first teaching
target (Dog-Animal) are on the left, data for the second teaching target
(Apple-Food) are on the right;
Ao
i

wii-iisT

$

Dog-Animal
Date
Session
12/10/0?

.1

5
6
7 12/11/07
8
9
10
11
12
13
14 12/12/67
1%
IS
17"
18
29 12/12/07
20

Response

FtHft Tuning

RMsi Training

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
3
3

Apple-Food
Date
Session
12/10/0?

Condition
Baseline

12/ie/o?

Baseline

12/11/0?

3

fill-in Training

Response
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
0
1
1
1
2
3
4
S"

4
8
6
12/12/87

Fin-in Training

RiHn TraMM

Here is a sample of how I organized the IOA and procedural integrity
data for that same study. (This was a different worksheet within the
same excel file).
A,
.
L
B
D
t
f

o

1 jDate
'2 S12/1C/CV
J12/1C/D?
1.
4 |i2/i:/o?
5" 1 2 / 1 2 / 0 /
6 112/12/37
7 i 12/12/07
B U2/12/C/
9 'i 12/12/0/
10 ' 12/13/0/
11 i 2 / n / y /
12 12/13/0/
11 12/13/0/
14

is

16
1?
IS

Condition
Baseline

•

Session
i
2
3
4
S
6
/
8
9
10
11
12

Condition
IOA
Basel i e
IOC
Baseline
100
l'i.1-,n t.'aMsng IOC
!*„("<« T<-ati«ng IOC
f l-ln Training
Artswe- s»-ob« IOCAnswer ?'obc-£ IOC
Base* nc
IOC
Answc !'3i"i" 10D
A^SWC

Tx I n t e g r i t y Tx I n t . IOA
100
100

loo

100

10O

' ;

t'3i"l*>C

i- i- i Proses. IOC

100

1 i- (1 J'rOCes

? s % sessions 33% sessions 50% sessions
mean : 100% mean 100% mean 100%

The graph should be presented in finished form according to the
instructions provided in Module 5.
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•

•

Summary statements for IOA (for participant & procedural integrity data) &
procedural integrity (can be included in Excel file)
o Provide a few sentences summarizing these data, in terms of the
percentage of sessions for which IOA and procedural integrity data were
collected and what the mean and range values were.
o The percentage of sessions in which these are monitored (IOA on
participant data, procedural integrity, IOA on procedural integrity)
should adhere to the guidelines presented in Module 2.
o Sample summary statement for IOA: Interobserver agreement was
evaluated during 26% of research sessions, and the mean IOA was 92%
(range, 80-100%).
Completed datasheets should be submitted at the meeting for Module 8.
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Appendix W
Module 8 PowerPoint Presentation

Purposes of this Module:

Module 8:
Developing a Research
Protocol
Jessa Lave
Linda LeBlasnc
Jamas Carr

* To provide instruciore Oft developing a
research protocol, given a research
question
* To provide an opportunity for you to
practice developing a research protocol
- Working with the same group as Madute ?

Western Midiigaa University

Purpose of this Lecture:
* Supply you with the assignment for this
module, including the research question
Discus* each section of the protocol
you wli develop, highlighting the
iBtpertart components for eaoh section

Protocol Sections: Purpose
- What is the purpose erf your study?
-The research qpestton being asked
-.Any new 8*11$ that the psMpaats will be
taught

Develop a research protocol to answer
the following research question:
Whm teatfttotg nam intravorbat
tmpmms ft* children diagnosed
with autism, do echoic (providing a
vocal response to imitate} or tact
(providing a picture of the
appropriate response to label)
prompts tmd to faster acquisition?

Protocol Sections: Design
* What singie-case design will be used?
• What phases win be involved?
- Sjseciic pro«ciufal ini»rma»lon ab«i* the
cfiter erst pftasesfconiftterw need not be
included here, jusi a brief tteacrifjttoi of trie
phases that wil be Included.
- Example: Phase t will t» basetaa in
which....Phase 2 will be...

Protocol Sections: Target Behaviors

Protocol Sections Desgn
Example from Module 7
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Protocol Sections: yaterials
ExamplefromModule 7:

Protocol Sections: Materials
* Describe all of the materials that will be
required tor your study:
-Tsadiisig materials (e.g., picture cards for
tee* pwmptsl
-Other materials neededte>run sessions
(e.g., data ahee(s\ aspects of the wwk
Description must be sufficiently detailed

so anyone reading tie protocol ootid
prepare approbate materials.

Protocol Sections: Procedures
* Provide a cfe'ja/feddescflptirai of e^ery
phase of the study
* Include pra-expsrimentaj assessments
* Should provide Recife instructions tor
exacify what the researcher should do
throughout the study, with respect to...

Protocol Sections: Procedures

Protocol Sections: Procedures

* Antecedents: What instructions or
antecedent stimuli should be presented
during each condition, and how should
they be presented?

* Researcher Behavior: How shouW the
researcher respond tt the child's
response is correct? Is incorrect? What
it the child does net respond?

» Prompting: What prompting procedure
will be used to teach the new
responses?

« Consequences: What consequences
will be provided for the participants
behavior? if using preferred
tangibles/edibles, how will they be
identified?

Protocol Sections: Procedures

Protocol Sections: Procedures

• lntsrgp@F$$k Will teaching trials be
interspersed with trials of mastered
$Mts? If so, wha! should the ralio of
teaehineymastered trials be?

» Session Schedule: How often should
sessions be run? How loop should
sessions last? How many trials should be
conducted during each session?

* Mastery: What is the mastery criteria for
the responses being taught?
•" Be sure shis matches your cferta edeettofi

» Note: The procedural information mead not
be organized Into these secions - instead
organize i in a simple, logical format.
- Module 7 Protocol: Organized cftroBoi0gteally,

system

Protocol Sections: Termination Criteria
* Under what conditions should a
research session be terminated?
* Under what conditions should the
child's participation be terminated from
the protocol?

saii Mite -BflsassA® mmntnim&nsm'hpsii^ts-

Protocol Sections: Phase Changes
• When will phase changes be made?
* Bow w l the stability of the data be
evaluated {e.g.. stability criteria, visual
inspection)?
• It should be clear to someone reading
your protocol what their decision to
make phase charsges should be based
on.

Protocol Sections* Data Collection
• Datasheets
• What type of data collection will be used
{e.g., trfal-ba.$ed, irtsrval, momentary
time sampling}?
• What behaviors will be measured tor
participants and the researcher?
- include operaSiQiiai delinitorts
» For what percentage of sessions should
IGA, procedural integrity, and SOA on
procedural !raegi%' be assessed*?

Protocol Sections: Graphing
• How wil the data tor your siudy be
graphed?
- What wintfieX't&Ss $&} y-w-W r#pr$s§rtt?
• Develop & sample graph with
hypothetical data

Tips to Success:
• Have someone who was not involved in
wriing the protocol read it
- They KIIS hotf> Metitiy $tea$ thai: may be
uncfear at eoatelntj
• U ^ materials from earlier modules as
resoyrc«$

Any Questions?
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Appendix X
Module 8 Homework Assignment
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Develop a research protocol (similar to the one you were provided with for Module
7) to answer the following research question:
When teaching new intraverbal responses to children diagnosed with autism, do
echoic (providing a vocal response to imitate) or tact (providing a picture of the
appropriate response to label) prompts lead to faster acquisition?
Your protocol should include the following components:
Purpose: What is the purpose of your study? This should include both the research
question being addressed and any new skills that the participants will be taught.
Design: What single-case design will be used? What phases will be involved? (Specific
procedural information about the different phases/conditions need not be included here,
just a brief description of the phases that will be included.)
Target Behaviors: Indicate exactly which intraverbal responses will be taught in your
study (e.g., fill-in-the-blank, personal questions). What are the relevant antecedent
stimuli and what are the target responses of the participant? If different responses will
be taught during the different conditions, please indicate which responses will be taught
for each condition.
Materials: Describe all of the materials that will be required for your study. This
should include a description of the teaching materials required (e.g., picture cards for
tact prompts) that is sufficiently detailed so anyone reading the protocol could prepare
appropriate materials. You should also include a list of any other materials that will be
needed to run research sessions (e.g., data sheets, aspects of the work area).
Procedure: Provide a detailed description of every phase of the study. This should
include any pre-experimental assessments that need to be conducted. This section
should provide specific instructions for exactly what the researcher should do
throughout the study. Be sure to consider the following questions:
• Antecedents: What instructions or antecedent stimuli should be presented during
each condition, and how should they be presented?
•

Prompting: What prompting procedure will be used to teach the new responses?
Be sure to describe this clearly enough that someone reading your protocol
could implement the prompting procedure correctly.

•

Researcher Behavior: How should the researcher respond if the child's response
is correct? What if they child's response is incorrect? What if the child does not
respond?

•

Consequences: What consequences will be provided for the participant's
behavior? If using preferred tangibles/edibles, how will they be identified?

•

Interspersal: Will teaching trials be interspersed with trials of mastered skills?
If so, what should the ratio of teaching:mastered trials be?

•

Mastery: What are the mastery criteria for the responses being taught?

•

Session Schedule: How often should sessions be run? How long should sessions
last? How many trials should be conducted during each session?
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Termination Criteria: Under what conditions should a research session be terminated?
Under what conditions should the child's participation in the protocol be terminated?
Phase Changes: When will phase changes be made? How will the stability of the data
be evaluated (e.g., stability criteria, visual inspection)? It should be clear to someone
reading your protocol what their decision to make phase changes should be based on.
Data Collection:
• Create and include all necessary data sheets with your protocol. Within the
protocol, specify the type of data collection that will be used (e.g., trial-based,
interval, momentary time sampling).
•

Specify what behaviors will be measured for both the participant and the
researcher. Provide operational definitions for all behaviors being measured participant and researcher behaviors!

•

Indicate the percentage of sessions for which 10A, procedural integrity, and
IOA for procedural integrity should be measured.

Graphing:
• Explain how the data for your study should be graphed, including what the xaxis and y-axis will represent.
•

Provide a sample graph with hypothetical data. You may include this in the
word document with your protocol, or in a separate Excel file.

Submission Materials
• All files should be submitted as attachments.
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Appendix Y
Social Validity Questionnaire

Please help us evaluate the training project you participating in by providing your
opinion on the following questions. You are not required to complete this questionnaire
-you may turn the form back in blank ifyou chose to. Alternatively, you may skip any
questions you do not want to answer, although any answers you can provide will be
greatly appreciated. All responses will remain anonymous.
1. How highly do you value our goal of providing you with the skills needed to
empirically investigate some of the unanswered questions in the field of early and
intensive behavioral intervention for children with autism by conducting research with
clients?
•Highly
•Somewhat
CNot at all
2. Overall, how satisfied are you with the knowledge and skills you gained by
participating in this project?
•Very Satisfied
•Somewhat Satisfied
•Neutral
•somewhat Dissatisfied
•Very Dissatisfied
3. Overall, how satisfied are you with the teaching procedures used during this project?
•Very Satisfied
•Somewhat Satisfied
•Neutral
•Somewhat Dissatisfied
•Very Dissatisfied
4. How would you rate the workload required for participation in this project?
•Heavy - It was difficult to complete assignments and projects on time.
•Reasonable - 1 did not have substantial difficulty completing assignments
and projects on time.
•Light - 1 could have completed more assignments or projects without
substantial difficulty.
5. How much do you think this experience improved your knowledge and skills with
respect to conducting single case research?
LA lot
"Somewhat
LA little
•Not at all
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6. Which component of the training was the most helpful for you?
•Lectures
•Homework Assignments
•Tests
•Suppl ementary Readings
•Final projects - designing and implementing a research protocol
7. Which teaching method did you prefer?
•Lectures
"Feedback on homework assignments and tests
•Rehearsal of skills through homework and final projects
8. Would you recommend this training for other staff at CEAP?
•Definitely
[Maybe
•Neutral
•Probably not
•Definitely not
Please feel free to provide us with any additional comments or suggestions you might
have regarding your experience with this training project:
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Appendix Z
Approval Letter From the Human Subjects Institutional Review Board
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